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ABSTRACT

Author: Pantoja Otero, Marisol MSE
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Low-Cost Grain Moisture Meter System Networked to Smartphones
Major Professor: Dr. Klein Ileleji
Accurate moisture content measurement is one of the key quality factors listed in grain trade. It
is important in determining whether a crop has been dried properly for safe storage and
marketing, and it is used by buyers and sellers of grain to estimate the value of the commodity.
Unfortunately, many farmers and grain originators in developing countries cannot afford to buy
moisture meters and utilize them to routinely determine whether their crops are dried for safe
storage, and thus incur huge losses along the value chain. Additionally, farmers are at a
disadvantage in trading to high-ended markets, which have high quality standards and need
verification that the commodity purchased has been adequately dried.
This thesis work involved the development of a low-cost grain moisture meter that is composed
of a separable grain sampling cup (sensing cup), a data acquisition circuit (moisture meter
device) and an Android app that networks the moisture meter device with smartphones. The
grain sensing cup is based on a parallel plate capacitor that can be sealed and unplugged from the
moisture meter device, when it is required to verify the integrity of the sample. The moisture
meter device allows the moisture measurements to be captured, displayed and data sent
wirelessly to a smartphone. The mobile Android app was designed for data capture with the goal
of facilitating market transactions related to commodity trade, financing and traceability. The
system was calibrated for soybean and corn using the low moisture content range to compute the
models. The calibration performance evaluation showed that for corn, the device complies with
the NIST standard for a wide range from 12% to 27% mc with an accuracy of 1.1% mc and a
resolution of 0.66%. For soybean, the device complied with the NIST standard from 10% to 19%
with an accuracy of 0.76% mc and a resolution of 1.25% mc. The findings of this study and the
technology developed will enable smallholder farmers to achieve better grain quality, enable
traceable from origination to processing, and thus open a market opportunity for them in more

xvii
lucrative bio-secured markets. Intellectual property (IP) protection is being sought through
Purdue Research Foundation Office of Technology and Commercialization (OTC).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Thesis Organization
This thesis presents the results of a research project based on the development, calibration and
verification of a grain moisture meter networked to smartphones. This work is supported by the
College of Engineering, Global Engineering Program I2 D Lab.

In the introduction, the problem is outlined, beginning in the section 1.2 with the importance of
grain moisture content measurement. It is followed by section 1.3, which explains how
smallholder farmers determine moisture content in developing countries, and how information
sharing about the quality of a commodity using smart phones promises to be an innovative
approach to link farmers to the market.
1.2. Importance of Grain Moisture Content Measurement
Grain moisture content (MC) is one of the three most important factors affecting the storability
of grains; that is how long the grain can be stored under a given MC, temperature and
mechanical damage level before fungal growth causes it to lose dry matter and commercial grade
by one level (Wilcke et al., 2001). Grain MC is vital to make decisions about when to harvest,
when to stop drying and start storing after safe moisture has been reached. Similarly, it is
decisive on the determination of the value of the commodity to be sold (Nelson, 2016). By
knowing the moisture content, a farmer can avoid “fungal and insect problems, respiration and
germination” during storage (FAO, 2011). Figure 1 shows how high levels of moisture affect
grain, where the recommendation to store at room temperature is below 15% moisture content.
However, safe moisture content is dependent on the prevailing ambient temperature of the
region. For example, corn can be safely stored at 15% moisture content from the fall harvest into
the spring in temperate cool climates like the Midwest, but moisture content needs to be reduced
to 13% in warm tropical climates such as Nigeria. Since water is a big contributor to the grain
weight; a buyer that pays the same for a ton of wet grain as he would pay for dried grain, would
get less dry matter for the same price (Stroshine, 1978).
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Figure 1. Effects of different temperatures and moisture content on grain storage (FAO, 2011).
Consequently, there is a consensus on the definition of grain moisture content. It can be
calculated on either a wet basis or dry basis, and the basis used depends on the application. In
this thesis, moisture content will be mostly expressed on a wet basis (w.b.), and it is calculated as
shown in Equation 1. Equation 2 is the formula to calculate moisture content on dry basis (d.b.)

𝑀𝐶𝑤.𝑏 =
𝑀𝐶𝑑.𝑏 =

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑥100

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 −𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

Equation 1
𝑥100

Equation 2

1.3. Grain Moisture Determination by Smallholder Farmers
There are various methods that can be used to measure moisture content, which can be classified
as direct methods (laboratory measurements) and in-direct methods (on-the-field measurements).
Usually, the direct methods measure moisture (the amount of water in a product) directly by
either estimating gravimetrically by moisture loss in a sample upon drying using several standard
laboratory methods or by using the Karl Fischer method in extracting moisture chemically for
titration. These direct methods are typically used as standard methods by which moisture meters
are calibrated, have the highest accuracy, require expensive equipment, take time to execute, and
require trained personnel. On the other hand, the indirect or on-the-field methods measure
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moisture content of a product indirectly by measuring an electrical property of the product that
can be mathematically related to the quantity of water in the product. Moisture meters have been
well received by farmers, grain traders and inspectors in developed agricultural systems because
the equipment come in a variety of portable and bench-top models, and the measurements can be
taken in minutes. The electric meters are the most famous in this category (FAO, 2011).
However, despite the reduction in cost of these portable moisture meters, typically in the range
of 100 to 300 $USD, smallholder farmers in developing countries still cannot afford them.

In view of this limitation, farmers use traditional methods or subjective techniques that are far
from accurate and require a lot of expertise and experience. In a maize post-harvest management
study performed in Guatemala by Mendoza et al. (2017), it was found that 32% of surveyed
farmers basically use human sensorial tests such as: tactile or finger-nail test, while 16.9%
determine moisture by biting, and 45.5% used a combination of sound and visual observation.
Furthermore, the same study reported that 49% of farmers incurred post-harvest losses due to
high moisture content (Mendoza, 2017). Additionally, Ileleji (personal communication, 2017 and
2018) confirmed that farmers in sub-Saharan Africa primarily still use subjective methods like
biting and shaking a handful of kernels in the palm in other to estimate the moisture level of
grain. In these methods, no moisture value is attributed to the kernels, rather a pass (dry) or fail
(not dry) judgment is typically made.

The risk with this method is when moisture content of

grain is at the bother line in the range of 14% to 16%, the grain could be easily graded as dry,
when in fact under the humid tropical warm conditions, moisture of 13% and below is required
for safe storage. Hence, there is a high risk to smallholder farmers in wrongly estimating
moisture when it is at the borderline range, and thus it is increasingly becoming important to
seek more objective methods of moisture determination that is affordable to smallholder farmers.

In recent times, some new objectives techniques have been developed for smallholder farmers
that provide a better measure of moisture content than the commonly practiced subjective
methods. These techniques include the Salt-jar and Gravimetric methods (FAO, 2011). The Saltjar technique is performed by mixing a quantity (handful) of salt and grains inside a glass jar or
airtight bag and waiting for 15 minutes until the microenvironment in the sealed container
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reaches equilibrium with the grain. If the salt does stick to the surface of the container or
becomes clumpy, it means that the grain is not safe for storage.

Despite these recent developments in low-cost moisture meters that provide a better objective
method of moisture determination than subjective methods used, there is also a need for sharing
quality parameters such as moisture content among various players in the market place (farmers,
grain merchants, processors, financial institutions, etc.). These new technologies are an
improvement over current practiced subjective method, but do not allow for verifiable data
sharing that would facilitate market accessibility to farmers. Without the means to share data,
farmers will not be able to capture value in more lucrative distant markets for their crops.
Farmers face these and others challenges that put them at a disadvantage in accessing capital
intensive vertically integrated supply chains (FAO, 2017). Besides the lack of financial
opportunities, technical knowledge and assistance, farmers have limited connection to viable
markets. There are many small producers that live in remote areas who do not have a mechanism
to keep track of the quality of their commodities neither do they have a way to show proof of
measured quality such as moisture content. In addition, farmers rely on the middlemen who are
directly connected with grain buyers and who set the value of the grain based on their own
criteria. In a FAO report about the future of food and agriculture, they highlight this major
challenge by saying “food systems that link farmers to cities can have an enormous impact on
rural poverty alleviation and

agricultural development” (FAO,

2017).

“Options include

connecting small-scale producers and supermarket supply chains” (FAO, 2017). Therefore,
moisture meters that are not only affordable, but are able to connect farmers with the market
would provide a valuable tool to enhance the value of smallholder production by enabling market
access and marketing. Potentially, this added feature would increase the adoption of technologies
created for smallholder agriculture. It is this approach that was taken to develop the low-cost
grain moisture meter networked to smartphones.
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1.4.Thesis Objectives
The major research goal was to design, fabricate and calibrate a low-cost moisture meter for
grains that will be networked to smart phones. The added approached that allows data output and
sharing of the grain moisture content measured via a smart phone app, uses the smartphone to
verify the identity, time and location when the data is measured, thereby opening an opportunity
for this low-cost device to link farmers to various agents in the market place as well as track
from whom the information originated.

This approach will enable grain to be traceable from

origination to processing, and thus open a market opportunity for farmers, especially enable
smallholder farmers access more lucrative high-value markets.

The approach of this research is to develop a low-cost moisture meter and integrate various
feature to enable market access via interconnectivity with smart phones. The specific objectives
that were pursued were:
1. Design and build a low-cost capacitive moisture content meter for grains that is packaged
into two separate units; a grain sampling cup and a data acquisition circuit.
2. Calibrate the moisture meter for corn and soybean to verify meter accuracy.
3. Develop an Android app for data capture and traceability verification showing some features
that show proof-of-concept.
1.5.Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into nine chapters. In Chapter 2, the scope of literature pertaining to grain
moisture content measurement is discussed. In Chapter 3, the results of a survey exercise in
Colombia, where cocoa and coffee farmers and cooperatives were interviewed on post-harvest
practices related to moisture content determination was presented. Chapter 4 describes the entire
moisture measurement system, explains major design changes and block diagrams. The design
and fabrication considerations of the capacitance-based sensor are detailed in Chapter 5. The
circuit design and prototyping of the moisture content meter; with the schematic, board layouts
and casing design, are presented in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, the elaboration of the Android app to
acquire and share the data of the moisture meter is described. The calibration, testing and
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validation of the moisture meter is presented in Chapter 8. Finally, the thesis work and results are
discussed, and the conclusions are remarked in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the literature that supports the design of a capacitance-based moisture content
measurement networked to smartphones is presented. In Section 2.2, different methods to
measure moisture content besides capacitance are compared and the selection of a capacitancebased method is explained. Section 2.3., describes the working principle of using capacitance to
measure moisture content. The sources of variation in capacitive sensing when applied to grain
moisture content determination are exposed in Section 2.4. Other works towards portable
capacitance-based grain moisture meters that have been developed in the past are described in
Section 2.5. A review of well-known moisture meters currently in the market is addressed in
Section 2.6, explaining why there is still a need for a meter that links farmers to the market. In
Section 2.7, the recent developments to network smallholder farmers and commodity buyers is
presented.
2.2. Methods to measure grain moisture content
Grain moisture content determination methods can be classified as direct methods, indirect
methods, fast techniques and classical techniques (Stroshine, 2007). Direct methods such as the
convection oven technique, measure the loss-of-moisture upon drying when a given weight of
grain is heated in an air or vacuum oven for a given period. This method assumes that all the loss
in weight during the heating process is primarily from moisture loss and hence is a direct and
true representation of the moisture in the grain. For this reason and because of the time required,
the moisture loss-upon drying method is used primarily in experiments and for calibration. Table
1 shows a compilation of different techniques to measure moisture content and compares them.
The methods within the fast category are those which take from several hours to minutes. The
direct category contains the methods that quantify the amount of water directly, while the
Indirect category includes methods that measure another property that can be related to moisture
content. The classical category reflects the methods that are considered in the standard
procedures of moisture determination and are used as the reference for calibration purposes. The
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last two columns of Table 1 indicate whether the method is used as a lab reference method and
whether it is expensive.
Table 1: Classification of different techniques to measure moisture content
Technique
Fast Direct Indirect Classical
Lab
CostExpensive
Microwave Oven
X
X
X
X
Halogen Moisture Analyzer
X
X
X
X
Distillation
X
X
X
X
Karl Fisher
X
X
X
X
X
Electrical Resistance
X
X
Electrical Capacitance
X
X
NIR (Near Infrared)
X
X
X
NMR (Nuclear Magnetic
X
X
X
X
Resonance)
Infrared Heating
X
X
X
X
Convection Oven
X
X
X
X
Several types of on-the-field moisture meters have been created and alternative techniques to
measure moisture content have been developed. By taking advantage of the linear relationships
between the natural logarithmic of the electrical resistance and moisture content, the first
electrical moisture meters were created. Here, the conductance was the parameter used. Then, in
the late 1920’s capacitive sensing appeared on the scene, by employing dielectric properties of
grains and seeds. This sensing principle has improved over the years to such an extent that it can
be comparable with the results of standard moisture determination methods (Nelson & Trabelsi,
2016). Recently, variations in the results due to influencing factors with the exciter at different
frequencies have been investigated, bringing the attention of measurements at microwave
frequencies. It was discovered that “at microwave frequencies above 3 GHz, the ionic
conduction largely responsible for calibration variations at the lower frequencies is negligible”
(Nelson and Trabelsi, 2016).

This study intends to develop a low-cost, portable moisture meter that can give fast
measurements to take decision on the field. Therefore, from Table 1, it can be inferred that the
best method to measure moisture content for this case is the measurement of an electrical
property such as resistance or capacitance. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages,
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however, the calculation of moisture content through the measurement of electrical resistance
has three major disadvantages that had relegated it to very few applications. First, the resistance
in biological materials with low moisture content is very high, because the water is held tightly
inside it. So, it is very difficult to measure changes in resistance. Second, at moisture contents
higher than 23%, very small decreases in resistance happen as the moisture increases. Also, the
resistance measurement is more affected by the surface water rather than the inner bound water,
therefore the results will be different for samples with unevenly distributed water (Stroshine,
2007). This is an important concern because fresh dried grain has little water on the surface with
most of it concentrated in the interior for some time until it equilibrates upon cooling. On the
other hand, measuring electrical capacitance solves most of the issues mentioned for electrical
resistance, but it still has some disadvantages as well.
2.3. Capacitive grain moisture measurement techniques
The simplest form of capacitor is composed of two plates made of conductive material of area A,
separated by a distance d and with an insulator in between the plates called the dielectric
material. The charges on the surface of the plates have the same magnitude but opposite signs
(Figure 2.a.). In a real parallel plate capacitor, the electric field is uniform in the central part of
the plates, and it gets non-uniform towards the edges, where the electric field bends in a
phenomenon known as “fringing effect” (Figure 2.b) (Halliday, 1981). When working with
parallel-plate capacitors in sensing applications, the fringing effect poses a challenge in keeping
low variability in the measurements. In other designs, the fringing effect is maximized so it can
be used as the parameter to detect the presence of objects or for remote sensing applications.

a)

A parallel-plate capacitor
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Figure 2 continued
b)

Figure 2. a) A parallel-plate capacitor. b) Electric field in a parallel plate capacitor and fringing
effect (Halliday, 1981).
The capacitance is the electrical charge stored in between the plates. For the geometry of a
parallel-plate capacitor, the capacitance can be calculated using Equation 3, where 𝜀0 is the
absolute electric permittivity of the free space, 𝜀𝑟 is the relative permittivity of the dielectric
material, A is the area of the plates and d is the distance between the plates (Halliday, 1981).

𝐶=

𝜀 𝑟 𝜀 0𝐴
𝑑

Equation 3

The method of using electrical capacitance as an indicator of moisture content consists on using
a biological material, such as grains or seeds, as the dielectric media of the capacitor. In a
parallel-plate capacitor used to measure moisture content, the space between the plates will be
filled by a mixture of air, grain dry matter and water (moisture) contained in the grain. Each
material will have a relative permittivity of its own, however, the relative permittivity of water is
much higher, in a ratio of 80:5:1 for water, grain dry matter and air, respectively. Therefore, a
small change in moisture content has more impact on the change in capacitance, allowing the
assumption of a parallel-plate capacitor with water as the dielectric material (Mitchel, 1983).
2.4. Sources of variation in capacitive-based moisture measurement
There are several factors that affect grain moisture content measurements. The three major
contributors are the temperature, the frequency of the excitation signal and the packing density
(which depends on shape and filling method), also known as bulk-density.
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2.4.1. Bulk density
Grain bulk density happens to be the most important factor affecting the capacitive
measurements, since it has been proved that the dielectric properties of the grain are linearly
related to bulk density over normal density ranges (Nelson, 1982). In addition to that, bulk
density depends on grain moisture content. The variation in the electric permittivity is more
prominent at high moisture contents, which has been noted in studies conducted with corn, wheat
and soybean. This variation can be minimized by loose-filling the sensing cup and utilizing a
funnel (Nelson, 1982).
2.4.2. Temperature
In several studies, the dependence of the dielectric properties with temperature was analyzed for
different frequencies of excitation signals ranging from 54 kHz to 9.4 GHz, and for different
crops such as corn, soybean and wheat. It was found that the relative permittivity has almost a
linear relationship with temperature and a positive coefficient (Nelson, 1982).
2.4.3. Frequency
Studies have shown that the relative electric permittivity of grain is inversely related to the
frequency of the excitation signal. The electric permittivity at audio frequencies from 250 Hz to
20 kHz is higher than the electric permittivity for radio frequencies from 20kHz and above, and
it continues decreasing for microwave frequencies in the range from 1 GHz to 5.5GHz (Nelson,
1982). The calibration curves are more linear when the circuit is excited with high frequencies
and show smaller amount of scatter. However, the sensitivity was reduced (Nelson, 1965).
Therefore, measurements of the dielectric constant and lost factor have been taken for different
frequency ranges and at known bulk densities, so the dielectric properties can be known at any
bulk-density. The results of this and similar studies to help with the measurement of the
dielectric properties have been presented in the ASAE standard: Dielectric Properties of Grain
and Seed (ASAE, 2016). The dielectric properties for corn and soybean are given for audiofrequencies (in the order of kHz) and a formula is given to calculate the dielectric properties
radio-frequencies (in the order of MHz). For example, the dielectric constant of corn (Zea mays
L.) at 12% moisture content and bulk-density of 54.3 lb/bu starts at 20 when the frequency is
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0.25 kHz and ends at 5.3 at 20 kHz. The loss factor also decreases from 4.4 to 1.1, when
measured at 0.25 kHz and 20 kHz, respectively. Also, the dielectric constant for soybean
(Glycine max [L.] Merr.) at 7.8% m.c. and 52.7 lb/bu starts at 4.9 when the frequency is 0.25
kHz and ends at a value of 3.1 at 20 kHz. The loss factor decreases from 2.4 at 0.25 kHz to 0.34
at 20 kHz. These known values of dielectric properties at known bulk-densities are used to
predict the dielectric constant of granular material at any bulk-density by the equation proposed
3

′
′ ) 1/3
′
in the standard 𝜀𝑟2
= [((𝜀𝑟1
− 1) 𝜌2 ⁄𝜌1 + 1] , where 𝜀𝑟1
is the dielectric constant of the

bulk material at a bulk-density, 𝜌1 (ASAE, 2016).
2.4.4. Kernel Size and Shape
The packing density is also dependent on the size and shape of the grain. Grain kernels or seeds
swell when wet and subsequently shrink when dry. Due to size and shape, some grains pack
better than others; for example, canola, rice or soybean seeds will pack better than corn kernels.
The difference in kernel size and shape randomly affects the measurement of capacitance. First,
the kernel size changes the fraction of the electrode area and the volume in between electrodes
that is covered by grain. Consequently, when filling the sensing cup, there is a non-homogeneous
distribution of grain that causes variability. Also, interstitial air can account for up to 30% of the
total volume of the air-grain mixture (Stenning and Channa, 1987). Secondly, this air-grain ratio
changes for every kind of grain and depends upon the grain shape and filling method. More
round shapes will distribute more homogeneously throughout the volume.
2.4.5. Composition and Natural Variation
The natural variation is inherent in the grain varieties, the places where they are grown and the
season (Nelson, 1982). The variation due composition contemplates the possibility of measuring
grain with insects, fungus or foreign material, which can affect the results. These sources of
variation represent a challenge for calibration processes because it has been found to cause
considerable changes among different grains from the same species, making the calibration a
harder procedure to achieve robustness (Nelson, 1982).
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2.4.6. Hysteresis of Sorption-Desorption
There has been a concern on whether the sorption-desorption cycles affect the dielectric
properties. In other words, if the measurement of the dielectric properties changes when they are
measured right after the grain has been harvested or after it has been dried and rewetted to
achieve the desired moisture content. The studies have shown that if there is a difference, it is
very slight from 1 to 50 MHz or not noticeable for audio frequencies (Nelson, 1982).
2.5. Previous Development of Capacitive Moisture Meters
The use of capacitance for grain moisture content determination started in the late 1920. In 1963,
the capacitive moisture meter was adopted as the official method by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Years of research to understand the impact of the sources of variation in
capacitance-type meters has led to improvements that helped to meet the requirements of the
agricultural industry (Nelson and Trabelsi, 2016). In recent times, it has been found that at
microwave frequencies, the dielectric constant and the loss factor have made the densityindependent moisture calibration function possible. However, few efforts have been put to create
portable devices based on this principle.

The following are previous developments on capacitive moisture meters that contributed to the
circuit and the sensor design of the grain moisture meter networked to smartphones.

By measuring impedance and phase angle at frequencies of 1 and 5 MHz, Kandala and
Sundaram (2010), created a simple low-cost instrument that uses a parallel-plate capacitance
system to estimate the moisture content (MC) of in-shell peanuts and yellow-dent field corn. The
device could measure the moisture content of corn from 7% to 18% and the moisture content of
peanuts from 9% to 20%, and both MC values were predicted within 1% of the air-oven values.
The dimensions of the parallel plate capacitor were 140-mm-long, 50-mm-wide and the
separation between electrodes was 46-mm (Kandala and Sundaram, 2010). This system was not
portable nor affordable, because it was composed of an impedance analyzer, the cylinder with
the electrodes and a computer to get the data output. However, this development helped to define
the first tentative dimensions of the sensing cup presented in this document.
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Another study involved the simulation of a capacitance-based MEMS sensor (Figure 3) and an
RC-Wien-Bridge Oscillator (Figure 4), which were used as a method to measure the conductivity
of fresh water (Yi et al, 2009). The sensor was composed of 2 parallel plate capacitors with a
copper ring to reduce the impact of the fringing effect, and all the layers were covered by an
insulator material. The output of the RC-Wien-Bridge oscillator was frequency in the order of
kHz, which changes according to the capacitance value of capacitors C1 and C2 that constitute
the sensor. Even though the size of the sensor was in the order of micrometers, the design idea of
the sensor and circuit presented in this study were fundamental to designing the analog prototype
at macro scale for the grain moisture meter networked to smartphones.

Figure 3. Parallel-plate capacitance-based MEMS sensor to detect fresh water (Yi et al., 2009).

Figure 4. RC-Wien-Bridge Oscillator where C1 and C2 are the two parallel plates capacitors
used in the simulation (Yi et al., 2009).
There is an alternative development of a capacitance-based moisture meter, modeled on the
fringing effect principle and that used an integrated circuit for the capacitance conversion to a
digital value. It was designed for wheat and it worked for a range from 4% to 30% MC with an
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error of 0.8% when the predictions where compared to the oven method. The chip used is called
a Capacitance-to-Digital-Converter (CDC), whose reference is AD7150 made by Analog Device
Inc. of America (Liu et al., 2012). This different approach to get a digital readout of capacitance
has a huge potential because the CDC chips come already designed to control parasitic
capacitance and noise, they are cheaper, come in smaller packages and have low power
consumption. There is only one disadvantage; the sensor has to be designed in order to comply
with the working capacitance ranges of the chip.

A very interesting work made by Trabelsi and Nelson (2010) is so far, the only attempt to make a
portable microwave moisture measurement instrument. They used the free-space transmission
measurement technique and low-intensity microwaves to measure attenuation and phase shift, so
they could calculate the dielectric properties. The system works at 5.8 GHz and uses the loss
factor to make measurements independent on bulk density, one of the major sources of variation.
Even though the authors did not provide information on the accuracy of the moisture content
predictions, this approach presents a new solution with less sources of variations. However, the
need for antennas makes the prototype bulky (Figure 5) and not as suitable for field use.

Figure 5. “Microwave moisture meter and polycarbonate sample holder bucket filled with peanut
pods” (Trabelsi and Nelson, 2010).
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2.6. Capacitive Grain Moisture Meters in the Market
The Table 2 presents a comparison of the different features of the handheld moisture meters in
the market, where only one has the option to share data wirelessly via Bluetooth. The meters are
around $200 to $300 USD (2018 prices) and no information about their accuracy in the official
product brochure was provided. The meters with guaranteed accuracy are even more expensive
and still have no network capability to enable sharing of the measurements and connectivity
among farmers and to the market. Most of the portable meters have a readout that is taken either
by looking at an LCD screen or in some cases getting data through a USB port.
Table 2. Comparison between popular handheld moisture meters in the market (2018).
Meter name, Price
Range
Grain
Accuracy Data
Connectivity
model and

(USD $)

(% m.c.)

Calibrations

(± %)

Output

710

5 to 50

250

0.1 or 0.2

Bluetooth

Mobile app

company
D999-FR
(Delmhorst,

depending

depending

and LCD

to acquire

n.d.)

on grain

on grain

screen

data only, but
no network
developed.

M3G

181

8 to 32,

(Dickey

grain

John, n.d.)

dependent

MiniGAC

698.40

5 to 45,

3

-

LCD
screen

3

-

USB and

2500 (Dickey

grain

LCD

John, n.d.)

dependent

screen

Check-Plus

253

5 to 40,

(John Deere,

grain

n.d)

dependent

none

-

0.5

LCD
screen

none

none
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2.7. New Measurement Systems Approach that Link Farmers to the Market
Current agricultural markets do not work well for smallholder farmers in developing countries,
which is a result of several limitations that restrain access of farmers to the market. Some
limitations are caused by the lack of technologies that would enable farmers measure quality
attributes of their commodity such as moisture content, which is one of the measures used to
trade grain, especially in high value markets such as to grain processors. Some of the constraints
are the several transactions that need to happen along the supply chains, lack of reliable and
timely market information and small produce volumes with high variability in terms of quality.
For example, government can no longer guarantee a market for farm produce and at the same
time, buyers of commodities do not have enough information about the commodity with
reference to sources, quantity, quality and price (Mukhebi A., 2007). Therefore, there is a need to
develop new technologies, especially those needed to lower the transaction costs and to improve
quality.

It has been demonstrated that the access of farmers to information technology results in higher
farm-gate prices and farm incomes, which allows them to invest in technology to improve
productivity (Mukhebi A., 2007). Moreover, there are other complementary services that the
smallholder farmers are demanding such as “commodity grading, storage, transportation, shortterm credit, access to inputs, document preparation, mobile phone and e-services” (Mukhebi A.,
2007). Hence, a new technology that captures, for example, commodity grading and make
graded data of commodities accessible for sharing between buyers and sellers will greatly
improve the participation of farmers in the market. Also, such a system could also work as a
source of information for financial institutions, who will now have details of quality profiles of
the commodities that farmers use as security for loans.

Currently, there are several developments to connect farmers to the market, most of them based
on mobile and web apps that allow direct trade. Since farmers located in very remote rural areas
lack internet coverage or smartphone access, the digital market place for smallholder farmers
have incorporated SMS as an alternative medium to upload information into databases. An
example of this work is the mobile app Farmster: a big market for small farmers, developed by
an Israeli company. According to the Daily Newz from Tanzania (2017), “already some 420
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tomato farmers in Iringa have expressed willingness to use the application to sell their produce”.
Farmers will be connected to local and international buyers where they can negotiate and settle
for reasonable offers for their crops” (Mwakyusa, 2017).

Despite advances in developing digital market places, it seems that there is yet no tool that
integrates the benefits of digital trade, provides profiles and information about the quality of the
commodity and at the same time helps farmers and buyers to track the quality of their produce.
The grain moisture meter networked to smartphones has the potential of becoming that tool that
the smallholder farmers and commodity buyers need to facilitate trade and partnerships between
them.
2.8. Summary
The best method to measure moisture content for this case is the measurement of capacitance
over the measurement of resistance, because it is a fast method that do not require laboratory
equipment to function, it is affordable, and it solves most of the issues of resistance
measurement. The method selected is a parallel-plate capacitor that uses grain as the dielectric
media, since water is the major contributor to the dielectric properties of grain. The three major
sources of variation in the capacitance-based moisture measurement are the temperature, the
frequency of the excitation signal and the bulk-density. Other factors such as the kernel size and
shape, the composition of the grain and natural variations, were considered during the project to
reduce calibration errors. The capacitive moisture meter development started in 1920, and since
then, several studies have determined sources of inaccuracy, the best ranges that work for grain,
dimension of the sensors, circuit designs, working frequency ranges and new models to make
bulk-density-independent measurements. Finally, the linkage of smallholder farmers to the
digital market place and how the idea of a grain moisture content meter networked to
smartphones provides an opportunity to connect farmers to grain buyers and other agents in the
market place (banks, extension agents, etc.) was presented.
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CHAPTER 3: UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM: A FIELD SURVEY
EXERCISE IN COLOMBIA

3.1. Introduction
The purpose of this field study was to get an insight on the problem of moisture determination by
smallholder farmers, how to better penetrate the market in developing countries, and what kind
of features of the meter design would be of most value. Surveys were performed in Colombia to
farmers and cooperatives handling cocoa or coffee. Cocoa and coffee were selected because
those are crops targeted to be calibrated in the future, which present similar challenges to
measure moisture content and to connect farmers to the market as previously discussed. Two
kind of market players were targeted, those working with commodity (“commercial” in Spanish)
crops and those working with specialty crops. Commodity crops are usually low quality beans
that require extra steps to improve or maintain quality. The special coffee is often sold to big
companies or exporters that require high quality standards and that include aroma and cup profile
as parameters of quality. In Section 3.2., the locations and demographics of the surveyed
population is presented. The next, Section 3.3, presents the two questionnaires made, one for
farmers and one for cooperatives, are presented. In Section 3.4. the findings of the exercise are
discussed.
3.2. Location and Demographics Surveyed
3.2.1. Location
The areas surveyed in Colombia include farmers nearby Risaralda and Santa Marta. Risaralda is
well known to be in the heart of the Colombian coffee belt where the signature of the coffee is
the production on slope over volcanic soil. Pereira is the capital of Risaralda, and it is in the
west-central of the Andean region. Risaralda’s average altitude is lower than 2000 MASL
(Meters Above the Sea Level), where 51% of the weather is mild with temperatures between 18
and 24 ℃ having 3000 mm of rainfall per year, with two heavy rain periods from April to May
and October to November (Government of Risaralda, 2016). The coffee related interviews were
conducted on a farm close to El Pital, 40 minutes away from Pereira, and in the urban area of
Pereira where some cooperatives and threshing barns are. The capital of Magdalena, Santa
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Marta, comprises of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, which is an isolated mountain range that
reaches up to 5700 MASL and is located at 42 km from the Caribbean coast, in the north of
Colombia. Santa Marta is well known for growing coffee and cocoa. The cocoa related places
visited were Minca, San Rafael and Rio Frio, looking for farmers and cooperatives of cocoa and
buyers of special cocoa.
3.2.2. Population
The questionnaires were administered to coffee and cocoa farmers, cooperatives and special
crops buyers. The coffee related surveys were done in Pereira and nearby locations. The cocoa
related surveys were done in Santa Marta and municipalities close by. The interviewed
population for coffee included:
•

Medium-sized farmer with a good level of technology for coffee processing and storage,
however a moisture content meter was not used at the farm. The moisture content was
determined by using subjective/sensorial methods.

•

Coffee exporter with equipment to guarantee high quality coffee and other processing
services such as threshing or roasting.

The people interviewed for cocoa consists of:
•

Smallholder farmer lacking technology and good post-harvest practices. Determination of
moisture content using sensorial method.

•

Cooperative of farmers that buys cocoa with mucilage, ferment, process and store them.
They utilize some level of technology but still use sensorial methods to estimate if the
cocoa is dried.

•

Casa de Beneficio, a cocoa processing plant) supported by a company working with high
quality cocoa or special cocoa. They used portable moisture content meters in their
operations.

3.2.3. Crops
Colombia produces mostly Arabica coffee (Fedecafe, 2010) and the surveyed farmers informed
said they grow the variety, Castillo. The cocoa growers mostly grow the variety called Criollo,
which is endemic in the region.
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3.2.4. Post-Harvest Practices and Challenges
Smallholder farmers in Colombia face several problems with respect to post-harvest drying and
moisture management. First, they do not have the infrastructure (equipment) to dry the produce
to safe storage moisture, rather sun drying of crops is done on flat concrete surfaces. This means
that the farmer must manually bring the beans out to spread for drying or take back indoors
depending on the weather (sunshine or rain). Second, the farmer has no access to weather
prediction data in order to plan the drying process accordingly; they can only make short-term
predictions (1 to 2 hours before rain starts) by looking at the color of the sky. Third, for beans
like coffee and cocoa, the fermentation process is crucial to achieving high quality and special
organoleptic attributes. However, farmers perform fermentation in very small batches (the size of
their produce) using their own criteria, making it difficult to reach large amounts of
homogeneous produce that can be sold to buyers that require a minimum quantity of 100 kg. For
this reason, cooperatives have opted to buying cocoa with the mucilage from different farmers,
so that their produce can be aggregated into a large batch and fermented under the same
condition.

Furthermore, farmers use sensorial methods to estimate if the beans are dried enough. In the case
of coffee, the bean is bitten to check whether it is dried enough by checking for a wooden texture
and flavor. In the case of cocoa, the common practice is to take a small amount of beans in your
palm, lift them a couple of inches and then drop them while paying attention to the sound made
when the beans collide with each other. Smallholder farmers do not have moisture content
meters or temperature sensors, and neither the technical knowledge on drying and storage to
guarantee beans have been safely dried in order to ensure high quality. Many farmers sell the
produce immediately after harvest season because they do not have the capacity to dry or safely
store. Others that have drying and storing capacity prefer to sell right away because they need
instant money to pay their farm workers.
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3.3. Questionnaires Administered to Farmers and Cooperatives
Two different questionnaires were designed, one for farmers and the other for crop buyers. The
goal of the questionnaire for farmers was to understand crop post-harvest handling practices on
farms, in particular from drying through to storage. The questionnaire for crop buyers was
designed to understand crop quality parameter that are preferred in high quality produce, and
what kind of functionalities of a moisture meter connected to smartphones would be valuable for
them. The questionnaires were administered in person by the author, Marisol Pantoja Otero, to
two farmers and three cooperatives or crop buyers, for a total of five responses. The
questionnaires were conducted as an in-person interview, where the interviewer was reading the
questions loudly and the surveyed person was giving the reply orally. The responses were
documented by the interviewer using audio recording and by writing down on paper as soon as
each question was answered. Below is the list of questions presented to farmers and cooperatives
or crop buyers. The answers to the questionnaires can be found in Appendix A. Because no
personal data were collected from the interviewees, no Internal Review Board (IRB) approvals
were applied for to undertake this data collection from farmers and crop buyers.
3.3.1. Questionnaire for farmers
1. What is the process you follow from drying to selling cocoa/coffee beans?
2. How do you measure grain moisture content during the drying process? – What method
are used, how many times, how many people?
3. When do you know your beans are dry enough?
4. What moisture level do buyers want you to have?
5. When the buyers check the moisture content with a method different than yours, does this
measurement agree with the result of your method?
6. What is the economic impact for you when trading grain with moisture content out of the
range required by buyers?
7. What problems do you face to sell beans at good price? (Market challenges)
8. Who are the bean buyers?
9. Who is the second buyer in the supply chain?
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10. Would you like to be able to inform your bean buyers about your bean quality such as
moisture content?
11. Do you use a smartphone and have internet access (mobile or Wi-Fi)?
12. If number 11 is true, do you use the camera and Bluetooth in your device?
13. Would you need assistance to use a mobile app and connect it to Bluetooth?
14. Which moisture meter would you like to buy; a meter that measures only grain moisture
content, or a meter that measures grain moisture content and can take a picture of your
beans and send both to your buyer?
15. If a moisture meter costs $300 would you pay $35 for the moisture meter that collects and
sends the data?
3.3.2. Questionnaire for cooperatives or bean buyers
1. What are the three most important parameters for coffee bean quality?
2. What are the grades for coffee?
3. Is a visual inspection of the bean a good indicator of quality?
4. Will you trust a cellphone camera picture to represent a visual picture of a bean?
5. Would you like to be informed about grain moisture content?
3.4. Findings of the Field Survey
From the questionnaire made to farmers of cocoa and coffee, there were similarities found in the
methods used to measure moisture content. The coffee farmer explained that they use a sensorial
method consisting of biting three beans from different spots of the drying tray to inspect the
texture and flavor. He affirmed that the coffee was dried when there was a wooden characteristic.
Similarly, the cocoa farmer stated that he uses a sensorial method based on the sound that the
beans make when they collide with each other. The method consists of taking a small amount of
beans in the palm of your hands, lifting them several inches and then dropping them onto the
other beans of the drying batch. When talking about frequency of the estimations made for
moisture content, both cocoa and coffee farmers said that they checked moisture content during
drying depending on how sunny or rainy the day was. If the day was rainy, the farmer would not
check for moisture content assuming it was not possible for the beans to have dried enough.
Conversely, when there have been one or two sunny days, the famer would check the moisture
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content using their sensorial method. The cocoa farmer said that during the drying period, which
could last between four to eight days, he would check moisture content three times on average.
Surprisingly, the cocoa cooperative in San Rafael, near Santa Marta, also used this sensorial
method as well. The buyers of specialty cocoa and coffee use electronic moisture meters, since
they must meet high quality standards for their commodity.

From the questions addressing the moisture level asked by the crop buyers to farmers during a
transaction, the coffee farmer knew the safe moisture content levels for coffee, but the cocoa
farmer did not even understand the meaning of the moisture content given in percentages.
Despite the fact that moisture content is measured at the cocoa cooperative site, the cocoa farmer
said that the information he gets from the buyer is the price of the commodity, and whether the
commodity was dry enough or wet. This answer demonstrates that farmers need to be trained on
good-post harvest practices and that a clearer communication between the farmer and the buyer
is needed on crop quality in order to improve transparency and understanding in business
transactions between them. On the other hand, the cooperatives and buyers of specialty coffee
and cocoa had a very clear understanding of the safe moisture ranges to maintain quality. For
specialty coffee, only 10% mc is accepted, while 12% mc and above is allowed for commodity
coffee. For cocoa, the desired mc is below 7.5%. The farmers interviewed said that the desired
moisture contents are reached 80% to 90% of the time during the sunny season, but that the
percentage decreases during the rainy season.

The farmers interviewed described the challenges that they faced in selling beans at good price
and the economic consequences of selling wet beans. The coffee farmer expressed that even
though his crop had a good cup profile, he could not sell at a good price because cooperatives
pay attention only to the moisture content and the physical defects of the beans, disregarding the
organoleptic properties completely. He also mentioned the lack of infrastructure, to increase
drying capacity and to give aggregated value to the beans, such as threshing and roasting at the
farm level. Another factor discussed was microfinancing because the lack of cashflow forces
farmers to sell wet beans, so that they can have money early to pay workers payroll. The cocoa
farmers expressed that moisture content measured at the farm is a major challenge because when
it is measured at the cooperative and it happens to be wet, not only will the crop be sold at a
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lower price, but time would have been lost in transporting the crop to the cooperative, which
would have been time that could have been spent drying the crop. Both farmers revealed that
there are economic losses incurred when selling wet grain. The coffee farmer gave an estimate of
$800 USD per harvest season (8 weeks) and the cocoa farmer gave an estimate of $8.33 USD per
100 pounds of beans.

Regarding the market structure, the actors of the value chain are very similar for cocoa and
coffee. Farmers usually sell to cooperatives, the cooperatives sell to big processing companies or
specialty crop buyers, and the special crop buyers sell to exporters. Some cooperatives and
specialty crop buyers work together with farmers to ensure high quality crop standards are met.

With respect to technology infrastructure and adoption, it was found that farmers and crop
buyers consider valuable a feature that would enable quality data sharing among them. This is
because currently data sharing is done verbally by phone calls and there is no proof of recorded
data of the crop moisture content level delivered at purchase. On the other hand, the coffee
farmer said that the physical damage of the bean was a crop attribute that could only be inspected
in-person. The farmer mentioned that sharing information on mc level remotely to buyers would
not translate into a benefit because the price had to be arranged personally. The specialty cocoa
buyer expressed that sharing mc remotely would be very useful especially in planning logistics.
With respect to the connectivity infrastructure, mobile internet coverage was more accessible to
farmers than Wi-Fi. Farmers often use the camera on their mobile phones, but they did not use
the Bluetooth Feature. Nevertheless, they said that they were capable to use it or their children.

Finally, both coffee and cocoa farmers said that they could afford a moisture meter for $35 USD
but they would use it for different purposes. The coffee farmer wanted the mc meter only to
improve bean processing at the farm level in order to get the best organoleptic attributes out of
the bean. On the other hand, the cocoa farmer wanted the moisture meter that enabled sharing of
data with cocoa buyers in order to facilitate transportation of the beans to the cooperative, and to
estimate and negotiate pricing ahead of delivery
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Lastly, it is important to highlight some particular findings made from the questionnaire for grain
buyers. Coffee buyers made a differentiation between visual characteristics of commercial
commodity coffee and specialty coffee. For specialty coffee, a picture will not be helpful in
determining quality attributes because it hardly represents the cup profile. On the contrary, for
cocoa, a picture can be used to inform on several characteristics of the post-harvest process,
while the only concern would be the quality of the picture taken, and the ability of the farmer to
take good pictures.
3.5. Summary
In the summer (June-July) of 2017, a trip to Colombia was made to interview actors in the cocoa
and coffee value chain. The target crops for which the questionnaires were conducted were both
for bulk commodity and specialty coffee market. This study was geared to help direct the
technology being developed “moisture meters networked to smartphones” in a way that would
guarantee more penetration in the market, as there are many factors that could influence whether
the moisture meter and its features would be used, or whether farmers and buyers valued
moisture testing of their crops. The conclusion was that cooperatives should be the target market
for such meters first, rather than approaching farmers directly. Also, the study was useful in
understanding the kind of functionalities the system should have depending on the type of crop,
since what is checked for quality of bulk commodity beans is different than the factors
considered for specialty beans.
3.5.1 General
The solutions developed should integrate young people as part of the technology transfer process
because most people working on the farms are old adults that need help with understanding how
to use mobile apps and the Bluetooth.
3.5.1.1. Summary of findings for cocoa value chain
•

It is better to start the business model of introducing the mc meter with cooperatives first,
and then partner with them to spread the moisture meter among farmers. This is
especially true for farmers that have farms very far, and require drying the cocoa before
transporting it to the market.
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•

Currently, cooperatives buy fresh cocoa from smallholder farmers with the mucilage still
on the beans because fermenting beans from various farmers is the easiest way to
homogenize the quality of the cocoa beans.. The cooperatives do not sell less than 100
kg, so it is difficult to guarantee the same quality from 3 or 4 sources due to the
difficulties for farmers to build infrastructure and apply a standard process. Hence,
moisture meters are not used at all at the farm level.

3.5.1.2. Summary of findings for coffee value chain
•

Depending on the target market (commodity or specialty coffee), we need or do not need
some features of our proposed moisture meter design. For commodity coffee, the use of
pictures would give some information and the instrument does not require high accuracy.
For specialty coffee, the picture would give no information, and it requires very high
accuracy.

•

The drawback with coffee is that the physical defects greatly affects its price, so a
physical check of the beans is required to start a deal.

•

During the harvest season, the farms were not able to dry coffee beans because there is
usually more crop (beans) than the infrastructure could hold. Additionally, because
farmers need immediate cash to pay their workers, beans are sold before they could be
dried to safe moisture levels. ,
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CHAPTER 4: THE MOISTURE METER SYSTEM

4.1. Introduction
The design of the moisture meter was undertaken in two phases. During the first phase, the
capacitance reading circuit was based on an analog circuit. In the second phase, the circuit to
measure capacitance was changed to a digital integrated circuit. The systems requirements are
presented in Section 4.2., and the design phases to arrive to the final design are described in
Section 4.3. Finally, the blocks diagram of the finalized design is described in Section 4.4.
4.2. System Requirements
The grain moisture meter networked to smartphones was designed to be used by smallholder
farmers in developing countries, where it was assumed that many of them would not be literate
to read or interpret moisture readings expressed in percentages. Also, farmers have very low
incomes and do not have the means to get market information about their commodities.
Furthermore, they do not use tools that allow them to keep track of quality and the exchange of
measured quality data by using a trusted, traceable and verifiable means that cannot be modified
by a third party. Therefore, the proposed system needs to comply with the following
characteristics and/or requirements.
•

Low cost.

•

Wireless connected for data integrity and market linkage.

•

Communication to a smartphone for market linkage.

•

Sensing cup separated to the meter for sample integrity.

•

Portable.

•

Accuracy close to portable moisture meters in the market.

•

Intuitive Android App that shows measurements graphically.

•

Low energy consumption.

•

Immediate or very fast measurement.
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These requirements were refined along the development of the moisture meter and led to the
design described in the following sections. A picture of the final prototype design is shown in
Appendix C
4.3. From Analog Circuit to Digital Design
Initially, the system used acquired capacitance values using the RC-Wien-Bridge oscillator
circuit, presented earlier, but it was changed to a CDC chip for several reasons. The RC-WienBridge oscillator was susceptible to parasitic capacitance that created large shifts in the
calibration and decreased the repeatability of the meter. Also, it did not work well below 4.4 V,
forcing the design to be sourced for 5V, thereby increasing its power consumption. Additionally,
the circuit was not protected against noise and interference from the environment. By switching
to a digital integrated circuit, the CDC FDC1004 fabricated by Texas Instruments (Town, State,
USA), all these problems were solved. The circuit, which initially required two chips, negative
voltage in the source and several resistors and capacitors, did not require these items, and the
new circuit was able to be packed in a single, compact and small IC that worked at 3.3 V.
4.4. Block Diagrams of the System
Block diagrams of the system is shown in Figure 6. The inputs of the system are the change of
moisture content (MC) in the grain, the change in temperature and the push buttons used to
adjust the bias of the calibration and navigation of the interface. The changes in MC and
temperature are detected by the MC sensor and temperature sensor, respectively. The
temperature sensor has an analog output that enters directly to the microcontroller, which has
analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) capabilities. The moisture sensor output passes through the
CDC FDC1004 where the change in capacitance is detected, converted into a digital signal, and
sent to the microcontroller by I2 C communication. The microcontroller gets the digital or analog
signals from the sensors, processes them, computes the moisture content based on the calibration
curves saved in the memory, and checks for battery power level. Finally, the microcontroller
operates the interface components such as the LCD screen, the battery power-level LEDs and the
navigation push buttons. The data is printed on the LCD or in the serial port to be either
displayed or sent through Bluetooth to the Android app.
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the grain moisture content system.
4.5. Summary
The system requirements were related to the target audience (smallholder farmers) in developing
countries and the need to link them to the market. These required characteristics were important
to shape the design of the moisture meter. The analog design was changed for a CDC integrated
circuit, which was a more reliable, repeatable, lower power consumption and a more compact
solution. The block diagram of the final design based on the CDC was described.
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CHAPTER 5: THE CAPACITANCE-BASED SENSOR/SAMPLE CUP
DESIGN

5.1. Introduction
This chapter addresses the aspects related to the design of the sensing cup, which was based on
capacitive sensing, enabling the measurement of moisture content. The ideas implemented on the
sensing cup that led to its final version are described in Section 5.2. The characteristics of the
definitive conception of the sampling cup that contains electrodes is presented in Section 5.3. In
Section 5.4. the ultimate design of the electrodes that guarantee reliability of measurements is
explained.
5.2. Overview of the Sensing Cup Development
The design of the sensing cup is the product of continuous improvements made since the first
version was tested in 2014. This was inspired by the work of Yi et al. (2009) on the MEMs
sensor to measure fresh water conductivity. From here, the idea to have two parallel-plate
capacitors instead of one was taken, and the configuration that later helped to fit the values of
capacitance into the range required by the capacitance-to-digital converter (CDC) chip. The
second version of the sensing cup tested in 2017 incorporated a ring around the electrodes to
reduce the fringing effect, and a wall in between the parallel-plate capacitors to reduce bulk
density variations when filling up the chamber with grain. The third and last design, tested in
2018, has a very robust protection against fringing effect and parasitic capacitance, and modeling
that was easily achievable due to the shield capabilities built-in the CDC chip used. In Figure 7,
the three versions built in this effort are presented to the reader for a quick review.

Figure 7. Continuous development of the sensing cup. From left to right: first version, second
version and third version.
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5.3. The Sensing Cup
The sensing cup was designed using SolidWorks 2017 (version 2017, Dassault Systèmes
SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham, USA) (Figure 8), and 3D printed in a “MakerBot Replicator
+” using PLA filament (Version 2017, MakerBot, Brooklyn, USA) (Figure 9). The key
characteristics of this design are the allocation of 2 parallel-plate capacitors by allowing the
electrodes to slide in tightly and the added wall that divides the sensing cup into two, to enable
complete fill of the cup when the grain is poured in. By allowing the electrodes to slide in tightly,
the assembly of the sensor was simple and fast, avoiding the need of glue and time to let the
electrodes stick to the plastic. On the other hand, the divider wall was necessary to make the
filling of the cup a more homogeneous process. In versions 1 and 2, without the wall in the
center, the grain dropping from a center funnel would have piled up in the middle, leaving gaps
on the lateral sides of the chamber and contributing to bulk density variations. The new design
disrupts grain from piling at the center with the wall in the middle, which makes the grain to
form two piles instead of one, decreasing the air gap volume in the lateral sides. The wiring of
the electrodes is located at the base, below the floor that holds the grain. The wires pass through
circular holes on the floor of the cup and are welded to a connector that links the circuit unit
through a rectangular hole (see Appendix B, Figure 64).

Figure 8. Sensing cup drawing. For dimensions refer to Appendix B.
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Figure 9. 3D printed sensing cup with electrodes inserted. Value shown in the digital Vernier
Caliper is in mm.
5.4. The Electrodes
As mentioned before, the idea of using four electrodes was inspired by the MEMs sensor to
measure the conductivity of fresh water (Yi et al., 2009), when the circuit used was still the RCWien-Bridge oscillator. Later, the circuit was changed to a CDC chip to measure capacitance,
but the idea of two capacitors was kept because it allowed flexibility in order to manage the
capacitance range when connecting them in series or parallel. Additionally, the dimensions that
suggested a good capacitance range when grain is used as dielectric, were taken from the
parallel-plate capacitor-based meter for unshelled nuts cited earlier (Kandala and Sundaram,
2010).

The design of the electrodes was thought in a way that the fringing effect and the parasitic
capacitance could be reduced as much as possible. We applied the layout and connections
suggested by Texas Instruments for electrode active shielding (Wang, 2015). The electrode was
made in several layers (Figure 10). The bottom green layer corresponds to the back-copper shield
that blocked interferences from the environment, such as a human hand approaching. The top
green layer marked with and “S” is the ring around the electrode that protects against the fringing
effect.
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Figure 10. Transversal view of the electrode layers.
The electrodes were drawn in Eagle 8.6.3 Free software (Version 8.6.3 Free, Autodesk Inc, San
Rafael, California, USA), so they could be printed using the PCB (Printed Circuit Board)
technology. Figure 11 shows the top view of the electrode. The bottom shield is the bottom layer
in blue (which can only be seen on the space left of the separation between the ring and the
electrode), the top layer in red color has the electrode in the center and the ring-shaped shield
around it. The bottom layer and ring-shaped layer are connected through a “through hole”, which
crosses the FR4 material that supports the PCB. The through hole connects to the “SE” pin of the
connector (bottom right corner) and the electrode connects to the “CIN1” pin. CIN1 is the name
of the excitation signal coming from the CDC FDC1004. The letters SE stand for “Shield
Electrode” and represent the AC signal with the same voltage potential of the electrode
excitation signal, so there is no potential difference between the shield and the sensor input. In
this way, any external interference will couple or attach to the shield electrode with minimal
interaction with the sensor electrode (Wang, 2015). Lastly, the silk layer contains the white
labels with pertinent information.

Figure 11. PCB layout of the sensing electrode in Eagle 8.6.3 Free software.
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Figure 12. A preview of the manufactured electrodes. From left to right: front and back of the
electrode. The final manufactured electrodes are purple, fabricated by OSH Park (Lake Oswego,
Oregon, USA)

5.5. Summary
After fabricating and assembling two versions of the moisture meter, the third design was able to
solve problems related to fringing effect and interferences from the environment by using a back
shield and a ring-shaped shield that coupled or attached with the disturbances. The sensing cup
was 3D printed, having a wall dividing the cup into two chambers to reduce bulk-density
variations and has slots to easily slide the electrodes in. The electrodes were fabricated on FR4
material, used for PCB fabrication, were copper layers protect the electrode by shielding it when
excited with another signal of the same voltage of the sensor input. The electrodes have an
isolation layer as well, to avoid electrical conduction into the grain.
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CHAPTER 6: THE CIRCUIT DESIGN AND PROTOTYPING

6.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the circuit design concept of the digital moisture meter using the CDC
chip. The schematics are described in Section 6.2., and the printed board circuit layout in 6.3.
Finally, the logic behind the firmware is explained and the code is addressed in Section 6.4. All
the components used will be discussed as well.
6.2. Circuit Schematics
All the conventions used to name the connections and some components are presented at the
beginning of the document in the ‘List of Symbols’ section. Please, refer to that section to follow
the meaning of the abbreviations used in the schematics and PCB layout.

The power supply and voltage regulation module are shown in Figure 13. From left to right, the
9V battery will be separated through the main switch that will turn the entire circuit, on or off.
The 9V is converted into 3.3 V by the LM1117 (fabricated by Texas Instruments, Dallas, USA),
from which the signal VIN powers the rest of the circuit with 3.3 V.

Figure 13. Power source and regulation. Input 9V, output 3.3V.
The next module shows the connections to make the LCD screen work (Figure 14). These
connections are standard for any LCD screen that has an embedded driver for the creation of
characters. For this project, an 8x2 LCD screen was selected, which means that it allows 8
characters in two rows for a total of 16 characters to interface with the user. This LCD screen
size was chosen to save power consumption.
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Figure 14. 8x2 LCD screen connections.
Figure 15 shows the connections of the microcontroller Atmega328p and other components. The
microcontroller is the brain of the system; therefore, all the signals come from or go to it. To
start, the temperature sensor used is the TMP36, fabricated by Analog devices Norwood,
Massachusetts, USA). This sensor that works at 3.3V, connects its analog output to pin number
24 in the microcontroller. Next to the connector for the temperature sensor, there is a voltage
divider that reads the 9V that come from the battery and brings it down to a voltage compatible
with the analog reference of the microcontroller. Its output, V_VDIV connects to pin number 25
of the microcontroller. The next component is the switch, which controls the Bluetooth and the
pin header to connect the Bluetooth. The module used for this design is the HC-06, which uses
the classical Bluetooth protocol. However, the design of the circuit allows a transition of the
meter to a Bluetooth Low Energy, with some simple modifications to the hardware and the
Android app. Down below, there is the pin header that connects to the LEDs used to display the
battery level during the initialization of the system. Finally, the connections of the navigation
buttons that control the interface are shown at the right lower corner of the figure.

To include the CDC FDC1004 and make the system work at 3.3V instead of 5V, it was
necessary to reboot the microcontroller, so it could work using the internal oscillator that allows
the chip to work at 3.3V. Initially, there was a 16MHz external crystal that was no longer used
anymore, but its connector was kept in the schematic just in case it was necessary to bring the
circuit back to 5V. For massive production, the connections of the external crystal (XTAL) will
be removed.

Lastly, the CDC FDC1004 fabricated by Texas Instruments, is displayed in Figure 16. The
connections were done as per the suggestion made by the datasheet of the component (Texas
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Instruments, 2015). The chip communicates to the microcontroller by I 2 C communication,
sending digital values of capacitance. It has a range of +/- 15 pF of input range, which motivated
the connection to be in series of the parallel-plate capacitor of the sensing cup, in order to reduce
the capacitance input and maintain within the requirements. The resolution of the chip is +/- 0.5
fF and the range of working temperature is from -45°C to 125°C. These characteristics made it
suitable to change from the analog design to the digital integrated circuit, thus ensuring more
stability, better resolution and very low power consumption. The fact that the FDC1004 chip
includes shield drivers for the sensor shields made it more appropriate to solve the fringing effect
and interference problems from the environment, which affect the electrodes. Finally, the
proposed design comes in a small package that make it appropriate for space constrained
solutions such as portable devices.

Figure 15. Atmega328p Microcontroller connections. Includes other modules such as the pin
header for the temperature sensor, the battery level reading, the switch and pin header for the
Bluetooth, the pin header for the battery LEDs and the pin header for the navigation buttons.
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Figure 16. CDC FDC1004. The schematic corresponds to a AD7150BRMZ because the footprint
has the same dimensions required for the FDC1004, however the connections are according to
the FDC1004 schematic layout.
6.3. Printed Circuit Board
The printed circuit board (PCB) consists of a two-layer board, were the bottom layout is
represented by the blue paths and the top layer is shown in red. It was designed in such a way
that all the components related to the interface such as LCD screen, battery LEDs, navigation
buttons and on/off switches are facing one side, and the other components related to the
functioning of the circuit are facing the opposite side. This characteristic makes the PCB easier
to install in the casing of the meter and avoid extra wires that contribute to parasitic capacitance.
The area where the FDC1004 is located, was specially designed following the recommendations
of Texas Instruments for active shielding. Therefore, the chip is located very close to where the
sensor is going to be connected (to the center bottom), so it reduces the length of the trace and
parasitic capacitance. Additionally, a layer of copper connected to SHLD1 was drawn on the
bottom layer, right under the connections of the signal CIN1. This shield is intended to protect
the sensor input signal from interferences from the environment. Also, the capacitors filtering at
the power source of the chip were recommended to be located as close as possible to the
integrated circuit.

Figure 17 shows the layout of the PCB described above; it has an area of 99 x 56mm and a 2-mm
thickness. The preview of the fabricated PCB is displayed in Figure 18, whereas is it shown in
green in the picture, the fabrication house was OSH Park (Lake Oswego, Oregon, USA) and they
use purple for all the boards they produce.
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Figure 17. Printed Circuit Board layout of the moisture meter. Drawn using Eagle Cad 8.6.3 Free
(Version 8.6.3 Free, Autodesk Inc, San Rafael, California, USA)
A)
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Figure 18 continued
B)

Figure 18. Preview of the fabricated board of the moisture meter. A) Top side. B) Bottom side.
6.4. Firmware
The tools used were the development board Arduino UNO and the software environment
Arduino IDE 1.6.6. The board Arduino UNO was used only to upload sketches to the
microcontroller Atmega328p, which was working in the stand-alone version directly in the
circuit of the meter. The code was developed to manage functionalities related to the user for
navigation in the meter, data acquisition from moisture content and temperature sensors, the
driving of the LCD screen, calculation of moisture content based on the built-in calibration
curves for soybean and corn, correction of calibration shifts, battery level testing and wireless
connection through Bluetooth.
The firmware was based on the “States Machines technique”, which allows the organized
transition and management of inputs and outputs according to defined states (Moore, 2018). The
states machine created for the moisture content meter is shown in Figure 19.

The program is based on two loops to manage the navigation, the outer loop and the
measurement loop. The outer loop allows the user movement from the “Initialization state”, to
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the “Crop state”, to the measurement set of states that starts with the “Plug state”, and to the
“Calibration state”. Transition in between these four states is done through a long press of the
enter button, which makes it possible to move along without entering the measurement loop. The
only exception occurs when the user starts the outer loop and it is required to select a crop with
the up or down arrow buttons. The transition is done to the “Plug state” after selecting the crop.
This outer loop was thought to be used when the user wants to set up the calibration shift without
doing measurements. On the other hand, if the user wants to do consecutive measurements, once
the meter is in the “Plug state”, the user can move from “Plug”, to “Data” and to “Send” by
pressing the enter button using a short enter. To go out of the measurement loop, the user can
press a long enter and the program will direct the user to the calibration state.

Each state has several instructions to perform; the main functionalities are shown in the boxes of
the states drawn in Figure 19. The next sections are the detailed activities performed at each
state.
6.4.1. Initialization
When the device is turned on, the “Initialization state” starts automatically. Here the battery level
is tested and if the voltage of the battery is too low, a red LED lights up. Otherwise, a green LED
automatically informs the user that the battery level is okay to perform measurements. At the
same time, the LCD screen displays “Hi – press enter” and after the user presses a long enter this
message disappears and the program jumps to the next state called “Crop”.
6.4.2. Crop
Here, the LCD screen now prints “Up – Soybean, Down – Corn”, indicating the user to press the
up or down arrows of the navigation buttons to pick a crop. Once the user presses on either
arrow, the global variable Crop will be updated with the number 1 or 2, depending on the crop
picked. So later in the program, the microcontroller will know which calibration curve should be
used for the measurements. After the arrow is pressed, the software jumps to the next state called
“Plug”. Note that the long-term goal is to build calibration for several crops such as coffee,
cocoa, sorghum, etc. that would be added later, thus increasing the versatility of the moisture
meter.
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6.4.3. Plug
The state “Plug” indicates to the user that it is the moment to fill up the sensing cup and plug it to
the back of the moisture meter. After the LCD shows “Fill and plug the cup”, the system waits
for five seconds before changing the screen to “Press enter”, indicating the user to press enter to
make the transition to the state “Data”.
6.4.4. Data
During the state “Data”, the microcontroller reads the analog input from the temperature sensor
and the digital input from the CDC that contains the capacitance data. According to the selected
crop in the state “Crop”, the program uses the respective calibration curve stored in the memory
and the measured values to compute the moisture content. The next instruction is to print the
values of temperature and moisture content on the LCD. If the user wants to send the data he or
she needs to press enter to move to the state “Send”. If the sample measured is out of
temperature or moisture content ranges, the program will only display a warning message saying,
“MC out of Range” for moisture and “T out of range” for temperature.
6.4.5. Send
The state “Send” asks the user to turn on the Bluetooth by printing “Turn Bluetooth on” on the
LCD. The program waits two seconds and prints “Sending” on the LCD. The information is
printed in the serial port to be sent to the smartphone automatically. The data of moisture content
and temperature will be sent to the smartphone once the Bluetooth is paired from the Android
app. Here, if the user wants to start a new measurement of the same crop, by pressing a short
enter, the program will jump to the state “Plug” and a new loop can be started. On the other
hand, if the user wants to change the crop, the user has to press a long enter to leave this loop and
enter the state “Calibration” and then to “Crop”, where the selection of a new crop is possible.
6.4.6. Calibration
This state function was created to allow the user to shift the calibration curve when the meter
naturally goes out of calibration. The user can select the amount of shift to be introduced by
using the “up” and “down” arrow buttons. The value selected is stored in a global variable that
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adds up or subtracts from the moisture content computed in the state “Data”. By pressing a long
enter, the program will jump to the state “Crop”, from where the loop will continue normally as
described previously. Note that calibration shifts should be made with reference to a standard
method such as the air-oven method for a given grain measured.

Figure 19. State functions of the moisture meter firmware.

6.5. Package Design
The package was designed to enable a friendly user interface of the moisture meter with the user.
The design aspects considered simplicity, compactness and user-friendliness. The position of the
buttons, switches and LCD were strategically placed, as well as locations that also were assessed
in the PCB to reduce the size of the cables used and consequent parasitic capacitance. The
moisture meter package is composed of two pieces, the main casing where the circuit is housed
and the back cover, which houses the battery case. They are found in figures 20 and 21,
respectively.
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Enter button

Up and Down
arrow buttons
LCD screen
Battery
Power-level
LEDs

Figure 20. Dimetric view from the back of the main chamber of the package.
a)
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Figure 21 continued
b)

9V batteries
space

Hole to
connect with
sensing
electrodes
Figure 21. Dimetric view of the back cover with battery case. a) Lid of the battery case. b) Back
lid of the main chamber.
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6.6. Summary
Chapter 6 covered the design aspects of the circuit, including the firmware and the packaging of
the moisture meter. The circuit schematics were explained by going into the details of the
electronic components used and its connections. The printed circuit board was described and
specifications on special layouts such as the layout of the CDC FDC1004 was discussed. The
software developed for the microcontroller constitutes six state functions distributed in two
loops; one for the transition across the hardware functionalities and the other to take consecutive
measurements. Finally, the package that contains the circuit and batteries is described with its
CAD drawings.
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CHAPTER 7: THE ANDROID APP DEVELOPMENT TO NETWORK THE
MOISTURE METER TO SMARTPHONES

7.1. Introduction
This chapter explains the motivation behind the design of an Android app to collect data from the
grain moisture meter, and the system requirements that led to the design of the app. Section 7.2.
discusses the functionalities considered for the creation of the app, and describes the
development environment used for its construction. The graphic display method used to show the
state or condition of the commodity in terms of moisture content was explained in Section 7.3.
Finally, Section 7.4. presents the screens created and shows a quick navigation of how the app
works.
7.2. Development Environment and Functionalities
The android app is the mechanism used to acquire grain quality (moisture content, etc.) data of
the commodity, which is linked to farmer demographics that enables the creation of a global
information systems for several purposes. First, farmers can have a record of the quality of their
crop guaranteeing no manipulation of the data. This information is important for grain buyers,
financial institution, food safety organizations and other players of the value chain, who would
require some level of data source verification/traceability to ensure the integrity of the data sent
by the farmer, grain merchant, etc. (meter user). The collection of this data would grant access of
the farmer to a digital market place that would enable the farmer to access microfinancing,
distant markets or access to warehouse receipt systems. Second, gathering data at the origin of
production, the farmer, facilitates the creation of a traceability system to save time and money
when

foodborne

outbreaks

require massive investigations to

find

the source of the

contamination. Third, the information gathered from farmers and the history of farmers’ behavior
in terms of grain quality (moisture content, etc.) sold over a period of time would make a rating
system possible, which could enable enterprises purchasing grain from farmers to reward farmers
that comply with their grain quality and food safety requirements. These ratings could help the
industry in purchase planning, logistics and inventory management as well, and also serve as an
incentive to farmers. Lastly, many studies and research could emerge from the data sets
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collected, for example, a geographic analysis could be performed to identify poor drying years
from good drying years, and detect areas with low quality produce having a high risk of
aflatoxins; information that is very important for enterprises and governments to invest in
infrastructure that would help farmers and the industry as a whole. Therefore, the vision of the
networking features of the app developed and proposed is beyond the proposed thesis scope and
cannot be presented in full here, but rather be realized through industry partnership.

Following the idea of a tool that can connect farmers to the market and allows traceability to the
origin of the commodity, the app requirements were:
•

Data acquisition via Bluetooth, receiving moisture content, temperature, type of crop and
meter ID.

•

Entry of farmer ID that would be automatically tied to the smartphone used.

•

Capturing location coordinates using the smartphone GPS locator.

•

Saving date and time of measurements.

•

Data sharing.

•

Data history.

•

Numeric and graphic display of moisture content that display ease of understanding based
on whether the grain is dry or wet.

•

Multiple crops.

The Android app was developed using the web platform MIT App Inventor 2 (Version 2.46,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, United States). This is a visual programming
environment that enables the building of fully functional apps in an easy and fast way. By using
an Android smartphone and the Companion app installed, it is possible to test code changes in
real time directly on the smartphone. The design has two main components, the interface and the
blocks. The interface is related to all the graphics and spatial organization of the contents. The
blocks contain the code that gives functionality to the interface.
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7.3. Moisture Content Graphics Scale for Easy Visualization and Understanding
Because farmers in developing countries may or may not know how to read the alphabet or
interpret moisture content scales expressed as percentages, wet basis, a graphic display was
designed to help the user understand the level of moisture content measured and if the level
measured is “good”, that is dry enough for storage” or “bad”, that is still wet requiring more
drying. The scale is shown in Table 3, where the categories created are expressed with graphic
pictures to inform users the meaning of the measurements. An over-dried grain is not
recommended because it can cause kernel breakage and it also represents less money for the
same dry matter. Therefore, a “sad face” was assigned to it. Often, it is good to keep the grain a
few percentages lower than the recommended safe value, because it is a risk averse approach to
avoid spoilage and potential aflatoxin contamination with smallholder farmers, especially when
there is a chance of getting the grain rewetted due to changes in the weather or during
transportation. Hence, a “smiley face” was designated to the dry category. The optimum grain
moisture is the one that gets the better out of the safe-profit trade off. So, the optimum category
is represented with a “winking face”. Lastly, Wet grain above the upper limit is unacceptable due
to the risk of mold growth, aflatoxin contamination, and other quality problems. Therefore, a
“sad face” was used again for this wet category. The graphic scale depiction is presented in
Figure 22.
Table 3. Graphic display of the state (level and meaning) of the grain moisture tested.
Category
Moisture Content Satisfaction level
Over dried
Dry
Optimum
Wet
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7.4. Output Displayed on the Screen
Figure 22 shows the three screens created for the app. The first screen allows the user to connect
the Bluetooth of the meter to the smartphone. When clicking on the blue icon with the Bluetooth
symbol, a device that has been previously paired with the phone will appear on the selection list.
When the icon is pressed and there is no device available to be connected, the app will show a
warning message requiring to pair the Bluetooth of the moisture meter first. Once the connection
has been established, the gray block by the right side of the Bluetooth icon turns into “flashy
green”. The pictures of the different crops are buttons that when pressed allow the user to move
to the data capture screen. Currently, the app shows options to select five crops, because the
concept is planned to be expanded for more crops. However, the two options available to take
measurements currently are one for starchy grain, such as corn and an oilseed such as soybean,
which was the scope of this thesis.
Once the user selects one crop, the app moves towards the “Data Capturing” screen. If the
Bluetooth is not connected, the only object displayed would be the big gray button, and when
pressed, it will ask to be connected to the Bluetooth first. On the other hand, if the transition to
the second screen is done after connecting the Bluetooth, the screen is going to look similar to
the second screen shown in Figure 22, but without the “Today’s” measurement. At this moment
the data of moisture content and temperature is being displayed in real time, as it is being
transmitted from the moisture meter. Then, the user can press the big gray push button and
capture the value shown in the screen. Once captured, the graphic display of the moisture level
and quality satisfaction appears, and the user can decide to save it by clicking on the diskette
logo. When the diskette logo is pressed “Today’s” data entry appears under (yellow strip and its
data below). The user can delete the data recently captured, view it on a map or share it. The
sharing icon will enable the access to other apps in the phone such as SMS messaging, Twitter,
or WhatsApp that can be used to communicate the data. For the future, it is planned to collect
this data to create quality profiles for farmers, which can be shared in a global database with
grain buyers, financial institutions or government.

Eventually, when the farmer saves more than one data entry, there is the possibility to access to
the data history, by clicking on the log book in the upper right corner. This data history is the
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third screen shown in Figure 22. It conserves the functionalities of deleting, viewing on a map or
sharing. Finally, the user can disconnect the Bluetooth by clicking again on the Bluetooth icon,
when the measurement process has finished.

Figure 22. Screens of the Android app used to acquire data from the moisture content meter.
From left to right: crop selection screen, data capture screen and data history screen.
7.5. Summary
The mobile app is the most important component of the moisture meter system because it
enables the creation of a global information database that could be used for connecting farmers
to the market, helping farmers to get financed, enables traceability to the origin of the grain,
promotes a reward system based on quality rating, and facilitates future research. Therefore, the
design requirements of the mobile app were inspired based on the connection to the market and
traceability concepts. A fast development environment for mobiles apps created by the MIT was
used to show proof of concept. A graphic display of the quality condition of the commodity in
terms of moisture content was designed, so farmers that do not know how to read the alphabet or
understand numeric scales such as percentage moisture content could understand the meaning of
the results.
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CHAPTER 8: THE MOISTURE METER CALIBRATION, TESTING AND
VALIDATION

8.1. Introduction
This chapters presents the calibration experiments and the results for corn and soybean. Models
calculated from the results of experiments to verify the accuracy of the predictions in comparison
with the air-oven method are presented. Section 8.2. presents the materials and methods section
describing the calibration protocol, the experimental set up and the procedures. Section 8.3
elaborates the explanation of the results and the computation of the prediction models, using the
Single Linear Regression.
8.2. Materials and Methods
The set of experiments needed for the creation of the calibration equations start from the sample
preparation when moisture conditioning was performed by rewetting and drying corn and
soybean samples. Moisture content determination was done by using the air-oven method, and
measurement of capacitance was executed by utilizing the moisture meter device. The
experimental set-up and procedures were selected to reduce the sources of variation in order that
minimal calibration errors could be achieved.
8.2.1. Sample Preparation
To show proof of concept of the moisture meter, two types of grains were selected for the
calibration. Corn and soybean were selected because they are two commonly grown starchy
grain and oilseed produced globally. To prove that hysteresis was not present in the system
designed to work at 25 kHz, two sets of samples were prepared per type of grain. One sample
was dried to 9%, then divided into eight sub-samples and rewetted in steps of 3% up to 30% wet
basis (w.b.). The other sample was rewetted to 30 %, divided in 8 sub-samples and dried down in
steps of 3% w.b. to 9% w.b. Therefore, four sets of samples were prepared in steps of 3% w.b. in
the range from 9% to 30% w.b. moisture content, of which two were corn and two were soybean.
Per type of grain, one set was rewetted using the rotary drum tumbling system and the other set
was done by drying in an air-oven at 40o C in a thin layer. The samples were checked for
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moisture content using the ASABE standard air-oven method; for corn and soybean, 15g of
kernels for samples with MC lower than 25 % m.c. and 100 g of kernels for samples with MC
higher than 25 % m.c., dried for 72h at 103°C (ANSI/ASABE, 2012) and stored in a refrigerator
at 1o C in double airtight bags to equilibrate for 3 days. Afterwards, the moisture content of the
conditioned samples were re-checked using the ASABE Standard air-oven method. From the 4
sets of 8 samples each, 3 sub-samples of 100 g were separated to perform calibration replicas.

The following flow diagram (Figure 23) shows how the dry to wet (rewetting) and wet to dry
(drying) samples were prepared and its moisture content checked. It was a parallel process for
the two set of samples of one kind of grain. The first two sets made were corn, and the sets of
soybeans were prepared after. Codes were assigned to the samples to be referred to in the future.
DW (Dry to Wet) for rewetted samples, WD (Wet to Dry) for dried samples. For example, a
sample of corn rewetted to 18% w.b. moisture content would have the code: DW-C-18, on the
other hand, for soybean dried to 20% w.b. moisture content, the code would be WD-S-20. For
the sub-samples, the code will have a lower case “s” at the end with a 1, 2 or 3 correspondingly,
(DW-C-18-s1). Figure 24 shows how the sample sets and sub-samples were prepared for the
calibration. This process applies to corn dried samples and soybean rewetted and dried samples
as well.

Figure 23. Flow diagram of the sample conditioning process to make the set of grain samples
used in calibrating the moisture meter.
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9 kg of corn

4 kg of corn

500 g at

500 g at

at 15%
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9%
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500 g at
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500 g at

500 g at
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WD-C-(number)%-s(number)
100 g at 100 g at 100 g at
9%

9%
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eight samples of
500 g

100 g at 100 g at 100 g at
12%

12%

12%

…

…
500 g at

500 g at

27%

30%
100 g at 100 g at 100 g at
30%

30%

30%

Figure 24. From left to right, how the sets and subsets of samples were created for rewetted corn
and soybean.
8.2.2. Calibration Protocol
The calibration was executed to find the relationship between moisture content and capacitance,
which was used to calibrate the Grain Moisture Meter Networked to Smartphones. The
relationships were studied for corn and soybean, and the results are discussed in the next section.
Additionally, a study on the influence of the cup filling method as a source of variation was
conducted in accordance with the work done by Casada (2009) on wheat moisture measurement
with a fringing field capacitive sensor.

The set-up to perform the loose-filling of the sensing (sample) cup consisted of the funnel, the
support stand and the container from Seedburo (Seedburo Equipment Company, Chicago,
Illinois, USA). A plastic ruler was used to remove the excess grain from the sensing cup and the
moisture meter device was used to take the capacitance measurements. A weight balance
AdventurerT M (Model Arc 120, OHAUS Crop., Pine Brook, New Jersey, USA) was used to
weigh every sample and the sensing cup. The HOBO ® temp/RH Loggers (model UX100-003,
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Onset Computer Corporation, Bourne, Massachusetts, USA) were used to record temperature
and relative humidity during the calibration experiments. The air-oven (model 21-250, Gilson
Company Inc, Lewis Center, Ohio, USA) was used to perform the standard air-oven method for
moisture content determination according to the ASABE standards (ANSI/ASABE, 2012).
8.2.2.1. Calibration Set-up
To reduce the error of the calibration, the setup was planned to guarantee the sensing cup was
filled as homogeneously as possible, and with the same conditions for the measurements
conducted for all replications. The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 25. Two ways of
filling the cup were tested. The first one used the funnel to fill the cup and the ruler or striker to
remove excess grain from the sensing cup using a zigzag motion. The second one used the funnel
and the ruler, but additionally, the cup was tapped three times on the table in order to compact
the grain in the sensing cup as kernels or seeds rearrange to reduce air-pockets in the sensing
cup.

Figure 25. Experimental set up for the calibration. Left: funnel. Right: weight balance.
8.2.2.2. Procedure
The stepwise procedure used to perform the calibration experiments was conducted carefully so
as to not disregard any detail that could compromise the readings by adding variability to the
measurements. The steps presented in Table 4 are a summary of the calibration protocol aided
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with pictures for better understanding. The samples were weighed before and after the calibration
to keep track of the moisture lost while performing the calibration. The differences in weight
detected were used to correct the moisture content measured by the air-oven method, so it
accurately represented the initial moisture content checked by the electronic meter. The stepwise
calibration procedure is listed below:
1. Take samples stored in Ziploc® bags out of the refrigerator (at 1o C) and put them in a
desiccator to warm-up to room temperature.
2. Prepare experimental setup including support stand with a ring, a funnel, the weight
balance and the moisture meter device.
3. Mark the two positions where the sampling cup needs to be placed to fill each of the
chambers with the funnel in the center.
4. Weigh 10 sets of two airtight bags (e.g. Ziploc ®), calculate the average weight and record
the value.
5. Weigh 10 airtight bags individually, calculate the average and record the value.
6. When samples are at room temperature, separate each sample into three subsets of at least
100 g and place them in airtight bags. Record the weights of each sample subset.
7. Weigh the sensing cup and record the value.
8. Place the sensing cup on the support stand into position to fill one of the two chambers.
9. The funnel has a gate to control the grain flow. Close the gate and fill the funnel subsample, then open the gate completely and let the first chamber get filled.
10. Place the sensing cup on the support stand in position to fill the second chamber.
11. Repeat step 8 for the second chamber.
12. Using the ruler, stroke the top of the sensing cup using a zigzag motion to remove excess
grain.
13. Plug in the moisture meter device and record the capacitance value displayed for loose
filling.
14. Tap the sensing cup three times on the table to compact the kernels and measure
capacitance again for compact filling.
15. Weigh the sensing cup with the grain and record the value.
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16. Record values of temperature and relative humidity of the room using a HOBO ®
temp/RH

Loggers

(model

UX100-003,

Onset

Computer

Corporation,

Bourne,

Massachusetts, USA).
17. Weigh all the samples inside the airtight bags.
18. Measure moisture content of the sample subsets used for the calibration, using the
ASABE Standard air-oven method.
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Step

Table 4. Summary of the calibration protocol
Picture

1. Bring samples from refrigerator temperature at 1o C to
room temperature (21.5 °C) in desiccator.

2. Make 3 replicates of at least 100 g from every sample.
The three resulting sets are called subsets.

3. Weigh every replicate.

4. Fill both chambers of the sensing cup
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Table 4 continued
5. Measure Capacitance

6. Weigh

sensing

cup

filled

with

corn

7. Re-weigh every replicate again.

8. Mix the 3 sub-samples into one
sample.

9. Determine

moisture

content

of

corn or soybean using air-oven
method for every sample

ASAE S352 standard
• Drying temperature: 103ºC.
• Duration: 72 h.
• Sampling size: 15g for moisture content below
25%. For moisture content above 100g.
(ANSI/ASABE, 2012).
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8.3. Results and Statistical Analysis
The data obtained after the calibration was used to calculate predition models using the Single
Linear Regression (SLR) procedure. The raw data was first plotted and analyzed, then used to
calculate the best model using GLM procedure in SAS (version 9.4, SAS Institute Inc, Cary,
North Carolina, USA). To improve accuracy, the calibration equations were computed from data
points within specific values found to be in the primary market moisture range (Pierce et al.,
2009; Singh et al., 2003). The calibration equations are presented at the end of this section.
8.3.1. Statistical Analysis for Corn
The data obtained after the calibration process for corn and its standard deviations 𝜎𝑀𝐶 and 𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃
is shown in Table 5 and plotted in Figure 26. It is important to notice that as the moisture
increases the variability increases as well; results that agree with previous studies (Singh et al.,
2003).
Table 5. Measurements of moisture content and capacitance for corn.
LOOSE-FILL CAPACITANCE FOR CORN
MC w.b. (%) 𝜎𝑀𝐶 (%) CAP (pF) 𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF)
30.78

0.12

4.91

0.22

30.06

0.15

4.87

0.46

27.50

0.10

4.87

0.11

26.85

0.15

4.52

0.22

24.82

0.11

4.87

0.06

23.18

0.17

4.28

0.11

20.67

0.10

4.09

0.03

20.65

0.14

4.03

0.06

17.81

0.36

3.77

0.04

17.35

0.06

3.69

0.01

15.48

0.11

3.40

0.01

14.24

0.15

3.35

0.02

12.66

0.02

3.21

0.02

12.28

0.09

3.21

0.01
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Table 5 continued
MC w.b. (%) 𝜎𝑀𝐶 (%) CAP (pF) 𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF)
10.73

0.09

3.18

0.01

8.79

0.07

3.14

0.00

35,00

Moisture Content w.b. (%)

30,00
25,00
20,00
15,00

10,00
5,00
0,00
3,00

3,30

3,60

3,90

4,20

4,50

4,80

5,10

5,40

Capacitance (pF)

Figure 26. Scatter plot of MC vs CAP for corn.
By using the GLM Procedure in SAS (version 9.4, SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina,
USA), the diagnostic plots were made, which include the residuals plot and the normal plot.
These plots give further information about whether the data is normal, the data has non-constant
variance or if there are discrepant observations. Finally, the results of the GLM Procedure will
give information on the assumptions required to transform the data and what transformation
should be done to improve linearity.
Table 6. Linear model outputs from the GLM Procedure in SAS with MC as the dependent
variable
R-Square
Coeff Var
Root MSE
MC Mean
0.952277

8.112876

1.591391

19.61563

Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

T Value

Pr>|t|

Intercept

-20.14315385

2.41181466

-8.35

<.0001

CAP

10.03534409

0.60041629

16.71

<.0001
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Table 6 shows that the linear model is significant (t value=16.71, p< 0.0001), therefore the linear
equation can be constructed from the estimate of the intercept and CAP, which has an
R2 =0.9523. The resulting equation is:
𝑀𝐶 = 10.0353 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 20.1432

Equation 4

Figure 27 presents the fit diagnostics for moisture content (MC). The plot of Residual vs
Predicted Values (red frame) suggest nonlinearity and non-constant variance because a curved
pattern can be seen. Despite the significance shown by the linear model, a nonlinear model might
reveal a better fit. The three plots surrounded by the blue frame are good to check outliers or
points that highly influence the regression, such points should be validated or reconsidered. For
the case of the data for corn, the 5th observation (MC=24.82 %, CAP=4.87 pF) should be
revised. The plot of Residual vs Quantiles (green frame) shows the normality of the dataset. The
values are normal with some observations to the extremes that are not aligned as expected. The
plot MC vs Predicted Values shows that the correlation between the model and the observations
is very good. Figure 28 shows that there is one value outside the 95% prediction limit,
observation that agrees with the one identified previously using the Cook’s D plot and that
represents high influence on the model.

After the analysis provided by the GML Procedure, there are three ways to try to improve the
model for the corn data. First, finding the appropriate transformation to the data through the BoxCox transformation if there is any. If there is no suggested transformation, removing the high
influencing observation and recalculating a Single Linear Regression (SLR) is a good option to
get a better R2 . Third, try using a polynomial model that agrees more with the nonlinearity shown
in the residual plot and switch to it only if there is a huge improvement over the new SLR.
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Figure 27. Residual and other plots to analyze how good the lineal regression model for the corn
data is.
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Figure 28. Linear fit for corn data with the 95% confidence and prediction limit.
“The Box-Cox transformation is used to find potentially nonlinear transformations of a

dependent variable” (SAS, 2018), and it has the form of:
(𝑦𝜆 −1)
𝜆

log(𝑦)

𝜆≠ 0
𝜆= 0

Table 7. Common Box-Cox Transformations (Minitab Inc, 2017)
λ
Y’
-2
-1
-0.5
0
0.5

1
𝑌2
1
𝑌 −1 =
𝑌

𝑌 −2 =

𝑌 −0.5 =

1
√𝑌

log(𝑌)
𝑌 0.5 = √𝑌

1

𝑌1 = 𝑌

2

𝑌2

Equation 5
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After making the Box-Cox transformation in SAS for the corn data, the result value for λ is equal
to one (λ =1), as shown in Figure 29. From Table 7 (Common Box-Cox transformations), it can
be inferred that when lambda is equal to one, no transformation is needed.

Figure 29. Box-Cox transformation analysis for corn data.
Table 8. R2 of different regression models for corn data.
Regression type
Equation

R2

𝑀𝐶 = 10.035 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 20.143

0.9523

𝑀𝐶 = 10.652 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 22.29

0.9764

Polynomial 2 degree

𝑀𝐶 = −1.4917 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃2 + 22.07 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 43.752

0.9572

Polynomial 3 degree

𝑀𝐶 = 2.2751 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃3 − 28.986 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃2 + 131.34

0.9585

Lineal
Lineal

without

influential observation

∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 186 .54

In order to decide between the initial SLR, the SLR without the influential observation and a
polynomial regression, the resulting R2 for all of them are presented in Table 8. The best model
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to choose is the SLR without the influential observation, since the polynomial regression does
not show a big advantage and the initial SLR has a lower R2 .
The GML process was run again, but this time the highly influential point was removed. In other
words, it was run using 15 observations. The results are presented in Table 9 where the root MSE
represents the accuracy of the model to predict moisture content based on capacitance for the
moisture content meter. The standard error of the slope CAPc15 dictates the resolution of the
measurement, also known as sensibility. Given the results, the accuracy of the prediction is 1.14
% mc and the resolution is 0.46 % mc. The F Value (F Value=537 p< 0.0001) and t Value (t
Value=23.19, p< 0.0001) demonstrate that the model is significant.

R-Square

Table 9. Coefficients of the SLR for corn using 15 observations.
Coeff Var
Root MSE
MC Mean

0.976389

5.910027

1.138726

19.26770

Source

DF

Type I SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPc15

1

697.1031927

697.1031927

537.60

<.0001

Source

DF

Type III SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPc15

1

697.1031927

697.1031927

537.60

<.0001

Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

T Value

Pr>|t|

Intercept

-22.28387072

1.81604266

-12.27

<.0001

CAPc15

10.65060799

0.45935163

23.19

<.0001

From Table 9, the calibration equation for corn with an R2 of 0.9764 is:
𝑀𝐶 = 10.6506 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 22.2839

Equation 6

When plotting the linear fit, shown in Figure 30 and comparing it with the previous plot in
Figure 28, there is no point outside the 95% prediction limit and there are 3 observations outside
the 95% confidence limits instead of 4 observations. The above means that by removing the
observation of high influence it was possible to improve the model, which is also proven by a
higher R2 .
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Figure 30. Linear fit for corn data with the 95% confidence and prediction limits, when
computing SLR with 15 observations.
The equation 6 is the first model that was computed by covering both ranges, the low moisture
from 10% to 25% mc and the high moisture from 25% mc to 30%. Since the high moisture range
has high variability, it was proposed to calculate the SLR by using only the data points in the low
moisture range, so the model is not affected by the variability added with increasing moisture
content.

To run the new SLR in the low moisture content range, the first twelve data pairs were taken.
However, the 12th observation (MC=24.82 %, CAP=4.87 pF) is a high influential point and
needed to be removed. However, the 13th observation was included to compute the SLR.
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Table 10. SLR coefficients of the GML process for corn data points in the low mc range.
R-Square
Coeff Var
Root MSE
MCc Mean
0.964943

6.329498

1.058556

16.72417

Source

DF

Type I SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPc

1

308.4254866

308.4254866

275.25

<.0001

Source

DF

Type III SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPc

1

308.4254866

308.4254866

275.25

<.0001

Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

T Value

Pr>|t|

Intercept

-23.65572125

2.45301359

-9.64

<.0001

CAPc

11.04533063

0.66575950

16.59

<.0001

Figure 31. Linear fit for corn data in the low moisture content range using 12 observations.
The results of the calibration equation computed with the observations in the low moisture
content range are presented in Table 10 and Figure 31. From there, the accuracy of the prediction
was given as ±1.06% mc and the resolution was 0.66% mc. The F Value (F Value=275.25 p<
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0.0001) and t Value (t Value=16.59, p< 0.0001) demonstrate that the model is significant. Then,
the proposed equation for the calibration is:
𝑀𝐶 = 11.0453 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 23.6557

Equation 7

In section 8.3.4, a graph to analyze the performance of the two different calibration equations is
created, which gives information to select between the models in equation 6 and 7.
8.3.2. Statistical Analysis for Soybean
The data obtained after the calibration process for soybean and its standard deviations 𝜎𝑀𝐶 and
𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 is shown in Table 11 and plotted in Figure 32. After plotting MC vs CAP it was found that
there could be a good linear fit up to 24% mc, from where the data shows a big jump on
capacitance. Therefore, the SLR was computed for the first 14 observations from 7 % mc to 24
% mc. It is important to notice that as the moisture increases the variability increases as well, in
agreement with the results for corn.
Table 11. Measurements of moisture content and capacitance for soybean.
SOYBEAN - LOOSE-FILL CAPACITANCE
MC w.b. (%) 𝜎𝑀𝐶 (%) CAP (pF) 𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF)
31.53

0.08

4.93

0.19

31.53

0.08

4.86

0.05

28.72

0.05

4.76

0.16

26.94

0.06

4.71

0.22

23.83

0.07

4.04

0.04

23.78

0.08

3.87

0.02

21.43

0.02

3.79

0.04

20.68

0.03

3.86

0.06

20.04

0.08

3.74

0.04

18.76

0.05

3.66

0.02

17.89

0.03

3.69

0.02

17.61

0.27

3.74

0.02

16.36

0.88

3.62

0.03
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Table 11 continued
MC w.b. (%) 𝜎𝑀𝐶 (%) CAP (pF) 𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF)
13.49

0.89

3.53

0.02

12.58

0.08

3.38

0.02

10.76

1.36

3.37

0.02

8.69

0.08

3.17

0.01

7.07

1.31

3.13

0.00

Linear Fit - Soybean
Moisture Content w.b. (%)
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Figure 32. Scatter Plot MC vs CAP for soybean. The data used for this plot is raw.
When the GML procedure was applied to the 14 observations for soybean, the residual plots
showed a more homogenous and constant variance (Residual vs Predicted Value, Figure 33), and
normality (Residual vs Quantile, Figure 33). This was concluded from a homogeneous
distribution of residuals along the horizontal axis in the plot of Residual vs Predicted value and
the linearity shown in the plot of Residual vs Quantile. Also, the Cook’s D chart suggests that
there is one highly influential point, but it not very far from the threshold, which was not the case
for the corn data. Therefore, it was decided that a Box-Cox transformation was not necessary to
improve the model and the results of the SLR are shown in Table 12 and Figure 34.
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From Table 12, the accuracy of the SLR or Root MSE is 1.20 % mc and the resolution or
Standard Error of the Slope CAPs14 is 1.25 % mc. The F Value (F Value=247.78 p< 0.0001) and
t Value (t Value=15.74, p< 0.0001) demonstrate that the model is significant. Finally, with an R2
of 0.9538, the calibration equation for soybean is:
𝑀𝐶 = 19.6366 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 54.3177

Equation 8

When plotting the linear fit, shown in Figure 34 there are no points outside the 95% prediction
limit and the observations are either inside 95 % confidence limits or very close.

Figure 33. Residual and other plots to analyze how good the linear regression model for the
soybean data is.
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R-Square

Table 12. Coefficients of the SLR for soybean using 14 observations
Coeff Var
Root MSE
MCs14 Mean

0.953807

7.233017

1.203626

16.64071

Source

DF

Type I SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPs14

1

358.9609134

358.9609134

247.78

<.0001

Source

DF

Type III SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPs14

1

358.9609134

358.9609134

247.78

<.0001

Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

T Value

Pr>|t|

Intercept

-54.31766882

4.51933535

-12.02

<.0001

CAPs14

19.63663498

1.24748392

15.74

<.0001

Figure 34. Linear fit for soybean data with the 95 % confidence and prediction limits, when
computing SLR with 14 observations.
The equation 8 is the first model that was computed by covering both ranges, the low moisture
from 7% to 18% mc and the high moisture from 18% to 24% mc (Pierce et al., 2009). Since the
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high moisture range has high variability, it was proposed to calculate the SLR by using only the
data points in the low moisture range, so the model is not affected by the variability added with
increasing moisture content.

To compute the new SLR in the low moisture content range, the first eight data pairs were taken
and a new GML procedure was run. The results of calibration equation computed with the
observations in the low moisture content range are presented in Table 13 and Figure 35. From
there, the accuracy of the prediction is 0.76% mc and the resolution is 1.25% mc. The F Value (F
Value=193.50 p< 0.0001) and t Value (t Value=13.91, p< 0.0001) demonstrate that the model is
significant. Then, the proposed equation for the calibration is:
𝑀𝐶 = 11.0453 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 23.6557

Equation 9

Table 13. Coefficients of the SLR for soybean using the 8 observations of the low mc range.
R-Square
Coeff Var
Root MSE
MCs Mean
0.969924

5.830423

0.761235

13.05625

Source

DF

Type I SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPs

1

112.1267188

112.1267188

193.50

<.0001

Source

DF

Type III SS

Mean Square

F Value

Pr > F

CAPs

1

112.1267188

112.1267188

193.50

<.0001

Parameter

Estimate

Standard Error

T Value

Pr>|t|

Intercept

-47.14972967

4.33652261

-10.87

<.0001

CAPs

17.43206071

1.25317780

13.91

<.0001
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Figure 35. Linear fit for soybean data with the 95 % confidence and prediction limits, when
computing SLR for 8 observations in the low m.c. range.
In section 8.3.4, a graph to analyze the performance of the two different calibration equations is
created, which gives information to select between the models in equation 8 and 9.

8.3.3. Loose Filling vs Compact Filling Test Results
During the calibration process, an extra step of tapping the sensing cup three times and
measuring capacitance again was added to show differences on variability added by the filling
method. The loose-filling method used the funnel to fill the sensing cup and the ruler to remove
excess grain from the sensing cup using a zigzag motion. The compact-filling method used the
funnel and the ruler, but additionally, the cup was tapped three times on the table in order to
compact the grain in the sample holder as kernels or seeds rearrange to reduce air-pockets in the
sensing cup. Figures 36 and 37 present the results of the filling method comparison for corn and
soybean, respectively. The expectations were that the loose-filling method would give a more
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homogeneous distribution of the grain inside the cup, therefore the data of that method will show
less variability. As anticipated, the results for corn and soybean show that the compact-filling
(orange dots) show larger error bars for higher moisture contents and considerable error starts to
appear for lower moisture contents than when using loose-filling capacitance. To compute these
differences, the standard deviations for the data points above 25% mc are shown in Table 14 and
15. After looking at the “Comparison” column in both tables, higher variability is measured
when using the compact-filling method.
Table 14. Standard deviation differences for loose-filling and compact-filling methods in corn.
𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF) for loose𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF) for
MC (%) of the data
Comparison*
point

filling

compact-filling

30.78

0.22

0.35

1.58

30.06

0.46

0.72

1.56

27.50

0.11

0.12

1.06

26.85

0.22

0.17

0.76

*When Comparison value >1: loose-filling method shows smaller variability than compactfilling method. When Comparison <1: loose-filling method shows higher variability than
compact-filling method.
Table 15. Standard deviation differences for loose and compact-filling methods in soybean.
𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF) for loose𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑃 (pF) for
MC (%) of the data
Comparison*
point

filling

compact-filling

31.53

0.19

0.23

1.19

31.53

0.05

0.20

3.72

28.72

0.16

0.20

1.25

26.94

0.22

0.27

1.25

*When Comparison >1: loose-filling method shows smaller variability than compact-filling
method. When Comparison <1: loose-filling method shows higher variability than compactfilling method.
It is important to highlight that the error bars for soybean are substantially lower than the error
bars for corn. When computing this difference, the total variability for corn for data points above
25% mc is 1.36% mc and the total variability for soybean for the same range is 0.89 %. This
difference can be explained by looking at the shape of the kernels; the soybean kernel is rounded
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while the corn kernel has an elongated trapezoidal shape. The advantage when working with
round shaped grains is that the grain re-arranges and fills the air-gaps more homogeneously when
it is filled with the funnel, reducing the bulk-density variations. So, when the sensing cup is
tapped on the table, the grain has lesser space to move around and get more compacted.

Loose-Filling Capacitance

Compact-Filling Capacitance
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25,00

30,00

35,00

Moisture Content w.b. (%)

Figure 36. Comparison test to evaluate loose-filling and compact-filling method for corn.
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Figure 37. Comparison test to evaluate loose-filling and compact-filling method for soybean.
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8.3.4. Calibration Performance Evaluation and Model Selection
The calibration performance evaluation consists of a test designed to compare the accuracy of the
prediction models to the standard air-oven method. For this test, new samples were conditioned
to be within the moisture content ranges established during the statistical analysis. The grain was
initially at 13% mc and it was rewetted or dried in steps of 3% to create a range from 7% to 25%
for soybean and a range from 10% to 30% for corn. The test was performed as described in the
procedure of the calibration protocol (section 8.2.2.1 and Table 4).

Figure 38 shows the performance evaluation for corn where the models from equations 6 and 7
are contrasted with the air-oven measurements. The series “MC*-MC” represents the model
computed with the data points in the low moisture content range from 9% to 25% mc, and the
series “MC**-MC” portray the model computed with the data point of the entire range from 8%
to 30% mc. A calibration model with better performance is identified by looking at which of the
models has closer values to the air-oven measurements, or in other words, the model whose
predictions minus the air-oven measurements gives values closer to zero. Therefore, it can be
inferred from Figure 38 that the best model is the one computed using the low moisture content
range (equation 7), as the blue dots are closer to zero than the red dots in most cases.

Figure 39 displays the performance evaluation for soybean where the models from equations 8
and 9 are compared with the air-oven measurements. The series “MC*-MC” represents the
model computed with the data points in the low moisture content range from 7% to 18% mc, and
the series “MC**-MC” illustrates the model computed with the data point of the entire range
from 7% to 25% mc. As mentioned before, the calibration equation with better performance is
that with values closer to zero in Figure 39, so the calibration model that performs better for
soybean is the one computed using the low moisture content range (equation 9).
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Figure 38. Comparison of the corn calibration performance between the SLR model computed
with the whole range of mc, and the SLR model computed with the low mc range.
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Figure 39. Comparison of the soybean calibration performance between the SLR model
computed with the whole range of mc and the SLR model computed with the low mc range.
Table 16 presents the selected calibration models for corn and soybean and their respective
coefficients. Then, the tolerances for grain moisture meters established by the NIST in the
Handbook 44 (2016) were consulted. The NIST dictates that for corn, the tolerance is 0.05 of the
percent of moisture content measured by the air-oven method, and 0.04 for oilseeds such as
soybean. According to this standard, the calibration performance was evaluated for every point.
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The results are exposed in Table 17 for corn and in Table 18 for soybean. For corn, the meter
shows an outstanding performance, complying with the NIST standard for a wide range of
moisture content from 12% to 27 % mc. On the other hand, the calibration performance for
soybean is regular, but it still meets the standards for the primary market moisture range,
considering the observation for 15.78% as an outlier, since it is an unexpected behavior.

Crop

Table 16. Calibrations models and its coefficients for corn and soybean.
Equation
Accuracy
Resolution
Range

Corn

𝑀𝐶 = 11.0453 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 23.6557

±1.06%

0.66%

12% to 27%

Soybean

𝑀𝐶 = 11.0453 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃 − 23.6557

±0.76%

1.25%

10% to 19%

Table 17. Computed tolerances according to NIST for corn.
MC % - air-oven Tolerance (% m.c.) abs(MC-MC*) (% m.c.) Compliance
10.07

0.50

1.62

No

12.77

0.64

0.02

Yes

16.78

0.84

0.43

Yes

19.31

0.97

0.26

Yes

22.15

1.11

0.15

Yes

25.32

1.27

0.73

Yes

27.71

1.39

1.30

Yes

31.06

1.55

3.54

No

Table 18. Computed tolerances according to NIST for soybean.
MC % - air-oven Tolerance (% m.c.) abs(MC-MC*) (% m.c.) Compliance
7.82

0.31

0.81

No

10.17

0.41

0.20

Yes

12.65

0.51

0.34

Yes

15.78

0.63

1.57

No

19.02

0.76

0.51

Yes

22.47

0.90

1.85

No

25.68

1.03

3.29

No

28.64

1.15

4.98

No
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8.5. Summary
In order to calibrate the moisture meter device developed, four groups of 8 sets of samples were
prepared in total, two groups for corn and two groups for soybean, to cover starchy and oilseed
grain, respectively. The two sets of samples were prepared to cover the range of moistures
representing a rewetting process or a drying process from 9 % to 30 % mc (rewetting), in steps of
3 % mc and 30 % to 9 % mc (drying). Three subsets of 100 g were created for each moisture
content value reached. These samples were used to perform the calibration protocol, that
followed a protocol to avoid sources of variation that would increase the error of the prediction
model. Loose-filling and compact-filling methods of the sensing cup was studied as well as
understanding the behavior of the variations added by poor filling methods. After the
experimental data was collected, Single Linear Regression models were computed for corn and
soybean. This statistical analysis stated the significance of the models, the accuracy of the
prediction, the resolution and gave calibration equations.
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CHAPTER 9: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1. Restatement of Thesis Objectives
The overall goal of this research project was to design, build and calibrate a grain moisture
content meter networked to smartphones that will link farmers to the market and will enable the
creation of grain quality information databases to enhance trading and tracking. Specifically, the
objectives as stated in Chapter 1 were as follows:
1. Design and build a low-cost capacitive moisture content meter for grains that is packaged
into two separate units; a grain (sampling) sensing cup and a data acquisition circuit.
2. Calibrate the moisture meter for corn and soybean to verify meter accuracy.
3. Develop an Android app for data capture and traceability verification showing some
features that show proof-of-concept.
9.2. Project Overview
Moisture content is one of the most important parameters for grain quality. In developing
countries where farmers have very low incomes, it is a common practice of using sensorial
methods to estimate moisture content, because they cannot afford a moisture meter or simply
because they do not know the importance and advantages of keeping their produce at a good
moisture content level. Most importantly, the access to the market and market information is a
very difficult challenge that most governments face, making crucial the need of a tool that can
link farmers to grain buyers and guarantee quality at the same time. This work approaches that
problem and presents the development of a grain moisture meter networked to smartphones. In
Chapter 1, the problem was detailed and the objectives of the research were laid out. The second
chapter discussed methods to measure moisture content, went into the details of capacitancebased moisture content, the sources of variation and emergent technologies to link farmers to the
market. The third chapter presented a field survey in Colombia to understand the post-harvest
practices of the farmers, how to better penetrate the market with the proposed technology, and
what kind of features will be more helpful to be implemented in the moisture meter app. The
questionnaires were administered to farmers, cocoa and coffee bean cooperatives and special
crop buyers. Chapter 4 presents the requirements for the design of the moisture meter and the
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blocks diagram of the system. Chapter 5 goes into the design aspects of the sensing cup and the
electrodes to reduce sources of variation during the measurements. Chapter 6 addresses the
design of the circuit and the building of the prototype based on the Capacitance-to-Digital
converter chip. Chapter 7 states the requirements of the Android app and explains its
development. Chapter 8 approaches the moisture meter calibration, statistical analysis, testing
and validation.
9.3. Discussion of Major Findings and Conclusions
The major findings and conclusions of this work were:
•

It is possible to build an affordable moisture meter with the wireless data transfer to
smartphones.

•

From the field survey in Colombia, it will be important to begin awareness of the grain
moisture meter with the cooperatives and integrating farmers gradually, giving priority to
young farmers.

•

Because cocoa fermentation done by smallholder farmers lead to very high variability in
terms of quality, cooperatives are buying the cocoa beans with the mucilage and
performing fermentation at their farm site. Therefore, for cocoa in Colombia, the
moisture meter will not be used at all by smallholder farmers at the farm level, making it
imperative to work with cooperatives directly.

•

The features included on the android app could vary depending on whether commodity
crops or specialty crops are targeted. Factors such as accuracy and visual inspection will
also vary.

•

Both farmers and grain buyers have a positive attitude towards using moisture meters that
enables data sharing among them, and think it is worth it to have one on the farm.

•

In terms of the system design, the transition from an analog-based circuit to a digitalbased circuit to acquire capacitance data, improved reliability of the measurements, the
power consumption and the compactness.

•

The third design of the electrodes solved problems related to fringing effect, interferences
from the environment and bulk density. To accomplish this a back-copper shield and a
ring shield were implemented surrounding the sensing electrode. Also, a wall in the
middle of the two capacitors divided the sample to get a more homogeneous filling.
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•

The circuit design was transformed to adapt to the CDC FDC1004 chip, and included
battery

power-level

testing,

moisture

content

and

temperature

measurements,

measurement display on LCD and transmission via Bluetooth to smartphone, calibration
shift correction, and separable sensing cup.
•

The firmware created was simple and intuitive based on the states machine technique.

•

A package was 3D printed to host the circuit and allow the user interface.

•

The fast development environment, MIT App Inventor 2, enabled the creation of an
Android app to make proof of concept of functionalities such as data capture, sharing and
tracking.

•

A graphic display of the quality condition of the crop measured was designed to facilitate
the understanding of the results by farmers and grain buyers.

•

Calibration tests were performed creating two sets of samples having increasing
moistures from 9%-30% and decreasing moistures form 30% to 9% in increments of 3%
in case a hysteresis behavior were encountered. The hysteresis was minimal or not
noticeable.

•

The test of loose-filling versus compact-filling confirmed that the loose-filling method is
better because it showed reduced variability.

•

It was found that bulk-density variations decrease when the shape of the grain is more
rounded like soybean because the measurements for soybean were more consistent than
the ones for corn.

•

Tests for temperature corrections were not implemented, so it is necessary that
measurements with the device are performed under room temperature conditions.

•

The computation of the Single Linear Regression models from the corn and soybean data
collected showed that moisture content could be predicted with an accuracy of 1.06 % mc
and a resolution of 0.66 % mc for corn, and an accuracy of 0.76 % mc and resolution of
1.25 % mc for soybean.

•

The calibration process and computation of prediction models gave the ranges of the
instrument. For corn it goes from 12% to 27% mc, while for soybean it is from 10% to 19
% mc.
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9.4. Future Work
Since an affordable grain moisture meter was built, the next steps are working on replicating
prototypes and design experiments to test repeatability by conducting beta tests on the field.

The current circuit design of the circuit uses a classical Bluetooth device, but it was designed in a
way that low energy Bluetooth could be implemented with minimal changes. This improvement
could be applied to reduce the power consumption.

The calibration of the meter could be expanded to other cash crops such as sorghum, cocoa,
coffee, rice, etc.

The major efforts of the future work will be dedicated to the creation of a global database that
supports the system to gather quality data. Such database needs to ensure information security
and transparency, and will support the creation of different software tools for trading, microfinancing, tracking and rating. A system of quality rating can be created for farmers, where
farmers complying with food safety standards are rewarded. Furthermore, geographical analyses
of quality ratings among agricultural regions can be performed, which is of great utility for
purchase planning and logistics in the industry, and it can also help to determine the pioneer
areas where government can intervene by investing in infrastructure upgrades that would benefit
farmers and grain buyers.

By using other functionalities of a smartphone such as the camera, algorithms of image
recognition could be utilized to grade other parameters of the grains and beans. Physical damage
or fungus presence could be recognized or quantified.
The feature of a separable cup with instantaneous measurement creates the possibility of
providing sample integrity. This could be achieved by sealing the sensing cup and creating a
system that detects when the sealing has been broken. This new functionality would be very
useful in protecting the sample from being modified when it is moved from one location to
another.
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APPENDIX A. SURVEYS

COFFEE FARMER: CAFÉ MONTE JAZMIN
Location:
Vereda: El Pital
Sector: El Mango
City: Pereira, Colombia
Farm elevation: 1650 MASL
Date: 07/06/2017

1. What is the process you follow from drying to selling the cocoa/coffee beans?
Response: The farmers receive the payment of the beans sold in check. They do not use bank.
2. How do you measure grain moisture content during the drying process? –What method,
how many times, how many people.
Response: They measure it by biting three beans from different spots of the drying tray.
Frequency: Once they think it might be dried enough, according to the weather conditions.

3. When do you know your beans are dry enough?
Response: When the beans are very hard, and the texture turns like wood. It requires experience.

4. What moisture level do buyer wants you to have?
Response: 10% -12% with 11% being the optimal.

5. When the buyers check the moisture content with a method different than yours, does this
measurement agrees with the result of your method?
Response: The farmer guess that 80% of the time, their empirica l method agrees with the buyers.

6. What is the economic impact for you when trading grain with moisture content out of the
range?
Response: The farmer can lose up to COP $ 2,400,000 (USD $800) per harvest season.

7. What problems do you face to sell the beans at good price? (Market challenges)
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Response: During the harvest season, the farmer must sell the coffee wet because there is not
space to dry all beans that the farm produce, and the farmer needs immediate cash to pay the
payroll.
Also, the price of the bean is mainly given according to the number of physical defects of the
grain and moisture content, so the buyers do not consider the organoleptic properties of the
coffee (aroma, taste, texture, etc.).
The farm needs more infrastructure to be able to roast and give aggregated value to the coffee.

8. Who are the bean buyers?
Response: Cooperatives, threshing houses and exporters.

9. Who is the second buyer in the supply chain?
Response: Figure 40 how is the value chain of the coffee in the coffee region of Colombia. The
cooperatives are the first buyers, go directly receive the grain from the farmers. Then, it is sold to
the threshing houses, who later sell the green coffee to big companies.
Big Companies (Nestle,
Starbucks, Coffe shops)
Threshing Houses

Cooperatives
Figure 40. Market structure of the coffee value chain.
10. Would you like to be able to inform your bean buyers about your bean quality such as
moisture content?
Response: No, because with the system that currently works (estimation of physical defects of
the beans), the purchases are done in person.

11. Do you use smartphone and have internet access (mobile or Wi-Fi)?
Response: The farmer does use smartphone and internet, but it is through mobile network. There
is no Wi-Fi.
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12. If number 11 is true, do you use the camera and Bluetooth?
Response: The farmer uses the camera, but he does not use the Bluetooth.

13. Would you need assistance to use a mobile app and connect it to Bluetooth?
Response: An intuitive app can be used without problem.

14. Which moisture meter would you like to buy; a meter that measures only grain moisture
content, or a meter that measures grain moisture content and can take a picture of your
beans and send both to your buyer?
Response: The farmer would like to have a moisture meter, but the reason is because they want
to know when exactly they can roast their beans and thresh it. In that way, they could start
special coffee experiments to target a more profitable market.

15. If a moisture meter costs $300 would you pay $35 for the moisture meter that collects and
sends the data?
Response: Just with one harvest they could easily buy the moisture meter at $35, but they need
first to get the capacity to dry all the product.

Figure 41. Inside of the coffee dryer.
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Figure 42. Farm worker and farmer’s son selecting coffee beans for the sample purchase brought
to Purdue.

Figure 43. Zoom in into a dryer tray.
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Figure 44. Test of moisture content with the coffee picked by the farmer using the sensorial
method (biting). The hygrometers were used to compared the sensorial method used by the
farmer with the one given by the meter.
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COFFEE BUYER: CAFÉ FINO, CAFÉ UBA BRAND
Location: Cra. 26 #83-1, Pereira, Risaralda, Colombia
Date: 07/07/2017

1. What are the three most important parameters for coffee bean quality?
Response: The parameters change according to the market to target. There are the commercial
coffee and the special coffee. Commercial or bulk coffee is the coffee of low quality brought by
low-income farmers with poor post-harvest practices. Contrary, the special coffee comes from
selected varieties that give exclusive organoleptic attributes to the bean, therefore, it is
maintained by following the highest standards to conserve quality. Commercial coffee is usually
sold in parchment form, which requires an extra step of threshing to remove a clear yellow hard
shell. The special coffee is often sold to big companies or exporters as green coffee, which shell
has been removed, thus it looks greener. For parchment coffee these are the parameters:
Table 19. Quality parameters evaluated to purchase commercial coffee and special coffee.
Commercial
Special
Moisture content 12% and above accepted
Factor

de

rendimiento

Moisture content accepted only at 10%

(yield/efficiency Factor

factor) <94

factor)<94

Size of the bean

Density

de

rendimiento

(yield/efficiency

Cup profile
Live embryo
2. What are the grades for coffee?
Response: To grade the coffee in the cup, they use the SCAA form, which is the Specialty
Coffee Association of America Cupping Form. It has scores from 6.0 (Good) to 9.0
(Outstanding) by 0.25 steps. It classifies the coffee according to the fragrance/aroma, the flavor,
after taste, the acidity, the body, the uniformity, sweetness, balance, clean cup and defects.

3. Is a visual inspection of the bean a good indicator of quality?
Response: The visual inspection is not very useful because the fermentation of the beans
mucilage changes the color indistinctly of the process. However, the visual inspection can give
some idea of the amount of beans damaged by the coffee berry borer (CBB).
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4. Will you trust a cellphone camera picture to represent a visual picture of a bean?
Response: It is not very useful for special coffee, because it does not give any property of the
coffee in the cup. But, it can be useful for the farmers that sell to cooperatives in the commercial
coffee market.

5. Would you like to be informed about grain moisture content?
Response: Yes, that would be optimum.

Figure 45. USD $1000 moisture content meter used at Café Fino.

Figure 46. Different coffee varieties at Café Fino.
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COCOA FARMER: SAN RAFAEL
Location: Las Minas
Corregimiento (Village): Minca
City: Santa Marta, Colombia.
Elevation: from 600 to 1100 MASL
Date: 07/08/2017

1. What is the process you follow from drying to selling the cocoa beans?
Response: The beans are fermented for 4 days, then dried out on plastic sheets on the floor for
roughly 5 days, or 8 days if it is raining. Then, they put the beans into storage. The cocoa is
stored between 1 or 2 months before it gets bad, after it loses quality, aroma and gets moldy.
When they are going to sell the product, they go to Santa Marta to the cooperative, where they
test the moisture content with a machine that takes out the skin. The beans are considered dried if
the machine peels the beans completely. If the machine cannot peel the cocoa, they buyers
discount from the weight.
2. How do you measure beans moisture content during the drying process? –What method,
how many times, how many people.
Response: The farmer takes a bunch of beans on both hands together, and he let them fall from a
short height onto the rest of the beans. If there is a sound of the beans crashing between each
other, the beans are considered dried. Also, if the shell of the cocoa peels off, it is considered
dried. The moisture is checked 3 times on average per dried batch.

3. When do you know, your beans are dry enough?
Response: When they sound and when the skin can be peeled off. The buyers do not have a
range of moisture, they just care about whether it seems acceptably dried or if it is wet.

4. What moisture level do buyer wants you to have?
Response: The farmer does not understand what does the scale of moisture content (MC) mean.
The buyer is measuring it during the transaction and only giving a price to the farmer without
communicating the MC value. The farmer only will know from the cooperative if the crop was
dried enough or wet.
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5. When the buyers check the moisture content with a method different than yours, does this
measurement agrees with the result of your method?
Response: It agrees about 90% of the time when in the dry weather season. In the raining season,
the percentage decreases.

6. What is the economic impact for you when trading grain with moisture content out of the
range?
Response: At the day of the interview the cost of one kilogram of cocoa was COP $4,200 (USD
$ 1.4) and per kilogram of wet grain COP $500 (USD $0.17) was discounted. The beans are sold
by Quintal (100 libras), so the farmer loses USD $8.33 per quintal.

7. What problems do you face to sell the beans at good price? (Market challenges)
Response: Moisture content is the big problem, because when it is sold wet, it is not just the
money lost for the price discount, also the time transporting the beans is wasted instead of using
it to dry the beans.

8. Who are the bean buyers?
Response: The cooperatives.

9. Who is the second buyer in the supply chain?
Response: The people from the region. The farmer guess that it goes to the exporters and into the
tourist markets too.

10. Would you like to be able to inform your bean buyers about your bean quality such as
moisture content?
Response: Yes, because it is not necessary to transport the grain to guess an accurate price, and
the farmer can sell it at a better price.

11. Do you use smartphone and have internet access (mobile or Wi-Fi)?
Response: The farmer does not have smartphone; he uses a phone for calls. The farmer’s wife
has smartphone to manage the hosting service and she uses WhatsApp and mobile network to
communicate.
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12. If number 11 is true, do you use the camera and Bluetooth?
Response: They do use camera, but they do not know what Bluetooth is. But the daughter of the
farmers knows what is Bluetooth and how to use it.

13. Would you need assistance to use a mobile app and connect it to Bluetooth?
Response: The farmers do need help to use an app and the Bluetooth, but they can get help from
their children. Also, they think that with practice they would be able to use Bluetooth.

14. Which moisture meter would you like to buy; a meter that measures only grain moisture
content, or a meter that measures grain moisture content and can take a picture of your
beans and send both to your buyer?
Response: The farmer prefers a meter that measures and sends the data, because it is a proof of
the quality they usually get asked by calls, but the farmer cannot guarantee it at the moment.

15. If a moisture meter costs $300 would you pay $35 for the moisture meter that collects and
sends the data?
Response: Yes, because they can buy a machine that costs USD $2,500 that it is used to peel of
the mucilage, they are able to afford a moisture meter in that prince range.

Figure 47. Farmers phone.
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Figure 48. Farmer’s wife phone.
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Figure 49. Fermentation place.

Figure 50. Yellow Criollo variety of cocoa freshly harvested from the tree.
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Figure 51. New structure to dry cocoa and coffee beans is under construction. The idea was taken
from cocoa farms in Bucaramanga, Colombia.

Figure 52. Storage: Cocoa beans are still on the plastic sheets they put to dry on the ground
outside. Currently, the farmers takes the product in and out from the storage according to the
weather conditions.
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COCOA BUYER: ASOCIACION GUARDABOSQUES DE LA SIERRA
Location:
San Rafael, close to Vereda El trompito
Santa Marta, Colombia.
Date: 07/09/2017

1. What are the three most important parameters for cocoa bean quality?
Response: Percentage of fermentation, moisture content and hygiene.

2. What are the grades for cocoa?
Response: It is graded according to the percentage of fermentation by using the guillotine
technique. It is very hard to reach a 90% of fermentation for small buyers and cooperatives. A
good fermentation is equal or greater than 85%.

The acceptable cocoa beans have to have less than 7.5% of moisture content.

3. Is a visual inspection of the bean a good indicator of quality?
Response: The picture can tell many things of the cacao process by looking at the color. The
grain should have a homogeneous color, it can be light brown or light brown turning to yellow.
The picture can say if the beans have been well fermented, well processed in the fermentation
containers or well managed in the drying patios, because the bean stains with high moisture
content and mold.

4. Will you trust a cellphone camera picture to represent a visual picture of a bean?
Response: It hardly represents the quality of 100 kg of cocoa (minimum amount to be sold), but
it can be useful to previously check the product, before the actual physical check.

5. Would you like to be informed about grain moisture content?
Response: Yes.
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Figure 53. Casa de Beneficio (Processing Building/Plant). Produce stacked on sacs around some
machinery to sieve and grind.

Figure 54. Cacao sieve on the left. Guillotines to calculate fermentation percentage on the right.
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Figure 55. Halved beans by the guillotine. Left: the color a cocoa bean with high quality
fermentation. Right: the color of a cocoa bean with low quality fermentation.

Figure 56. Drying terrace on the Processing Plant. Batches covered with some fabric to heat up
the beans.
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Figure 57. Zoom into the drying batches of cocoa.
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CACAO BUYER: CACAO DE COLOMBIA
Location: 2 hours south from Santa Marta.
07/10/2017

1. What are the three most important parameters for cocoa bean quality?
Response: Moisture content, the color of the cuticle, the internal percentage of mold, the size of
the grain, and percentage of fermentation.

2. What are the grades for cocoa?
Response: The particular grade systems used by the company is:
A. 80%-90% of fermentation.
B. 60%-79% of fermentation
C. Less than 60%
D. Cacao standard: it goes to national chocolate, it is not bought by the company.

3. Is a visual inspection of the bean a good indicator of quality?
Response: Yes, it is important.

4. Will you trust a cellphone camera picture to represent a visual picture of a bean?
Response: Yes, the resolution of the camera and the person who takes the picture are of special
care.

5. Would you like to be informed about grain moisture content?
Response: Yes, it is useful to communicate the drying time with the producer.
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Figure 58. Drying facility with elevator on the top of the building with transparent roof.

Figure 59. The storage is right by the side of the machine that sorts the cocoa by size.
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Figure 60. Stored cocoa.

Figure 61. The guillotine technique to determine the percentage of fermentation.
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Figure 62. After the cut, the percentage is calculated according to the number of beans that got
the desired color out of 50.

Figure 63. The bean circled in red is the expected color of a good fermentation. It can change
depending on the cocoa varieties under the test.
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APPENDIX B. SENSING CUP DRAWINGS

Figure 64. Sensing cup.

Figure 65. Bottom view of the sensing cup. Dimensions in mm.
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Figure 66. Frontal view of the sensing cup. Dimensions in mm.

Figure 67. Top view of the sensing cup. Dimensions in mm.
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Figure 68. Side view of the sensing cup. All dimensions are in mm.
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APPENDIX C. PACKAGE DRAWINGS AND 3-D PRINTED DEVICE

Figure 69. Main chamber back view. Dimensions in mm.

Figure 70. Main chamber side view. Dimensions in mm.
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Figure 71. Main chamber top view. Dimensions in mm

Figure 72. Back lid front view. Dimensions in mm
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Figure 73. Side view on the left and top view on the right of the back lid.
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Figure 74. Front and side view of the battery lid.

Figure 75. Finalized prototype of the digital grain moisture meter networked to smartphones.
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APPENDIX D. BLOCKS OF THE ANDROID APP CODE

Figure 76. Blocks that create custom colors for the interface design.
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Figure 77. Block that manages the initialization of the app.

Figure 78. Block that gives functionality to the button that selects corn as the crop to measure,
and send the user to the data capture screen.
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Figure 79. Block that creates the list of available Bluetooth slaves and displays warning message
when there are no paired devices.

Figure 80. Notifies about the status of the Bluetooth connection.
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Figure 81. Connects to Bluetooth device selected from the List Picker. Shows alert if Bluetooth
is not identified suddenly.

Figure 82. Clock that controls the rate of data transmission via Bluetooth and receives the
incoming chunks of data.
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Figure 83. Controls the functioning of the buttons for data capturing, saving and deleting.
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